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Our Peak, Kanjiroba Himal, 21,700 feet.
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HIMALAYAN HOLIDAY
Nancy Smith
"To take the decision, to cast off every bond with which
modern life and the weakness of our own hearts have
chained us, to arm ourselves with the symbolic sack and
staff of the pilgrim and to depart . . . ."

ISABELLE EBERHARDT.
haven't come here to enjoy ourselves," said Pat, at last
breaking the shocked silence. '' Holiday! Holiday!" Jo and
Denise in shocked tones. "This is no holiday, you must realise that
this is the Jagdula Expedition 1962, a very serious matter." All I
had said was "I am enjoying my holiday." This was around the
tenth day, and it had just dawned on me that for the first time in ten
years I didn't have to go back to work after a fortnight, just when
I was beginning to get really fit. I can still only half believe that
these brown legs of mine have walked me five hundred miles through
Nepal. Tony Hagen in his wonderful book says that to travel
through Nepal is like a dream come true. It really is.
It started on a cold grey day in March. I caught a 'plane from
Manchester and was soon at London Airport eating croissants and
coffee with Eveleigh and my family. Then I saw an odd thing; it
was Denise saying goodbye to Charles through an enormous plate
glass partition. We had to run for the 'plane. It went up like this

.'-V
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. . . Charles said it looked awful, and drew it afterwards.
We flew for hours; it was all day and no night, and then we
were all together in Delhi, in the heat. Jo and Barbara, who'd been
there all the winter, looking surprisingly plump and brown, Dorothea
dashing around madly, the same as ever, and Pat, so neat and tidy.
We saw a little of the sights of India; Dorothea before T.V.
cameras at the tomb of Safdar Jung; the ruins at Qutb Minar; our
interview with Pandit Nehru; the Taj Mahal in sunshine and by the
light of the full moon; Akbar's tomb and the ruins at Fatehpur Sikri.
Then we were on the road to Nepalganj, 3 in the Land Rover and 3
in the Hillman Husky, crossing the sacred river Ganges by a Bailey
Bridge, and being squirted with coloured dyes by eager dyed little
boys, because it was the day of the Hindu spring festival of Holi.
Soon we were being received with open arms and wonderful hospi
tality by delightful Miss Anna Tomasek at the American Mission
Nursery, just on the edge of no-man's land between India and Nepal.
Our Sherpas were waiting there to meet us, and after a day or
so we found they were nine, instead of the seven we had provided
for. They didn't mind wearing women's trousers, and we managed
to feed and clothe the lot. They helped us to break up the crates
that had arrived at the railhead by ship and train and to weigh them
up into pony loads for the first few days of our walk-in.
For our expedition we chose one of the wildest areas that is left
unexplored in this world, and for that you have to go a long
way. Our walk-in to this area, from the southern border of Nepal
at Nepalganj, went more or less due north to the Jagdula River
in the northern part of West Nepal. This was roughly two
hundred miles, and the Jagdula area is about eighty miles north
west of Dhaulagiri. Originally our intention was to explore and
climb the peaks surrounding the head of the Jagdula valley, hence
the name of the expedition. Maps of this area were neither easy to
come by, nor accurate, and we hoped to make a new map of the
area. Then we heard that John Tyson, with two others had been
there in 1961, and had been surveying. We hoped he would lend
us a map, but this is still not finished. We did go to see him how
ever, and he showed us some beautiful photos, including one of a
large peak. He said it was the largest in the Kanjiroba Himal. His
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expedition was called the Kanjiroba Expedition, but they did not
climb on the Kanjiroba range, which lies to the east of the Jagdula
River. On the west side of this river, which runs from north to
south, lie the peaks of the Jagdula Lekh, and these are the ones
where Tyson and his party did their surveying and climbing. After
we had seen the photograph, this mountain became ' Our Peak' and
the main aim of the expedition. We hoped to find this peak, to
explore the approaches, to find a route up it, and of course, if pos
sible to climb it too. We knew the height was between twenty and
twenty-two thousand feet, and that there were literally hundreds of
unclimbed mountains all around.
So we set off over the hills and far away to the North, through
the dust and the heat and the flies and the mosquitoes of the malarial
Terai (jungle). Dysentery and fever, diarrhoea and vomiting, blistered
feet and sunburn. I began to wonder, was I fit enough for such a
venture or should I be left behind at the nearest village? Barbara
wouldn't hear of it, and soon I was as fit as the rest of them. Over
the Siwalik hills we had visions (sic) of Dhaulagiri and another route
out from our climbing area over to the East and Pokhara. Snowy
peaks of the high Himalaya over a hundred miles away came into
view each time we crossed a range of hills. At Sitalpati our expedi
tion dog joined us and came the whole way. At Jarjakot we changed
from thirty-eight ponies and thirty-eight pony men to sixty-eight
coolies, because the going was too rough for horses, and shortly
after we dismissed our armed escort. Over the high hills, through
the rhododendron forests and along the hot sultry Bheri River valley
we walked, avoiding its many deep gorges by high detours. We
usually set off about 4.0 a.m. after a cup of tea and a Ryvita biscuit,
and walked until 10.0 a.m. Then a large breakfast and maybe a
bathe in river or waterfall. Then off again at noon in the heat of
the sun and on until evening and camp. In nineteen days we had
covered the two hundred miles to Kaigaon, the last village, at a
height of about 9,000 feet. Here we spent two or three days sorting
and left behind several boxes of food and hot weather clothes for the
walk-out. It was cooler here and the river a glacier stream.
Then we were off up the river to the north-east, and made our
Khola (River) camp just above where the Jagdula river joins another
tributary of the Bheri called the Garpung Khola. From there Denise
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and I, with three Sherpas, set off on a reconnaissance up the
Jagdula valley to try to find Our Peak from the west, and a possible
hanging valley leading to it. We reached a rock that night where
Tyson had his Base Camp, but it was rather off the main valley and
up to the left or west. In evening light we wandered further up this
side valley and had a fine view of Kansirolba at the head and of
Pasang peak and Mingma's peak in the Jagdula Lekh. Next
morning we were off early, back to the right and the main valley,
keeping as low as possible in the hopes of finding a way across the
deep gorge and on to the forbidding cliffs on the right.
Across a steep snow slope Ang Temba lost his footing and went
tumbling down on to the scrub at the bottom. He was only bruised.
There were no paths here, not even a bear track, and we ploughed
through deep snow in birch thickets where the valley side faced
north, and through thorn bushes, azaleas, brambles and loose rock
where the steep slope faced south. Finally the going became so
steep and hard that we left our considerable loads with Ang Pema
and climbed on without them trying to reach what seemed to be a
more level place at the head of the valley.
Nansen once said '' The difficult is what takes a little time; the
impossible takes a little longer." We hadn't long enough to hack
a way through safe for our coolies. There was no easy access any
where, and the steep V shaped ravines on the Kanjiroba side of the
gorge were even worse. "No Road" the Sherpas had said all the
way up. Now we knew it was true and reluctantly turned back, not
knowing if the prospects were any better on the east side of the
range where no-one had ever been.
We found Ang Pema again by shouting and bellowing. He had
made a perfect camp for us under an enormous overhanging rock
in the snow and amongst the birch trees. That night I filled my
water-bottle up with sap from a birch tree. It was almost as quick
as melting the snow. A mist rose up the valley, and the full moon
shone over Kanjiroba. We made Denise's Eskimo puzzle out of
carved birch wood, and talked of boats. The Eskimo puzzle had us
baffled for most of the trip.
We had to rush back next morning to stop the coolies from
getting too far up this valley, and send them back down again. Pat
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and Jo had just arrived at Tyson's Base Camp, and we dashed off
to put fixed ropes on a steep and dangerous bit of the way to make
it safe for the coolies with their big loads.
Next day we were back at the Khola camp and exploring
another way up the Garpung Khola, round the southern end of the
Kanjiroba Himal, in a north-easterly direction.
Jo and Barbara set off first this time, and on a well-worn Yak
track, the rest of us followed with only enough coolies to carry half
our equipment. In two days we reached a high, wide, flat valley
and established a Base Camp.
Next day Dorothea very nobly went back down the valley with
the coolies to bring up the other half of our stuff. The rest of us
were like a dog with two tails, straining at the leash and dying to be
off up the valley and round several corners to the north-west to get
a glimpse of our peak, already seen by Jo and Barbara.
That Base Camp was too low down at 12,000 feet and too far
away, so, on and up we went carrying as much as we could and most
of our Sherpas came too, carrying enormous loads.
We found another camp site on the sloping valley side, and a
spring coming out of the rocks. There we dumped our loads and
the Sherpas set to and dug out stones and levelled places for all our
tents, and built a dry-wall shelter for the kitchen tarpaulin, for this
was to be our home for the next two or three weeks.
Meanwhile the five of us, light as air with no loads, set off up
the ridge above after Dawa. We were in high spirits and going to
have a look, approaching Our Peak and exploring the unknown.
Behind us to the south was a grand wall of six great mountains,, the
Kagmara Lekh, and way below us our upper Base Camp being made
comfortable. We scrambled up the ridge, hurrying, racing each
other in turns, panting with the altitude—fourteen thousand feet,
fifteen thousand feet, sixteen thousand feet. Half-way up this ridge
we rested. Ahead was more ridge with deep soft snow, and we had
not come prepared for serious mountaineering—we had no rope, no
crampons, no overboots. At last we were on a ridge in the Kan
jiroba Himal and there to the north-west was undoubtedly a possible
route up Our Peak. Dawa was forging ahead in deep snow going in
up to his middle. We all followed behind feeling oddly like a bunch
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of kids on a Sunday School outing. It was just enormous fun being
there and revelling in the fantastic views and the great snow and ice
mountains all around us.
At the top of this long ridge was a little peak, Dawa's Peak now,
and on and on we went. There were one or two rocky pitches where
Dawa waited for us ready to hold a hand if we needed help and even
if we didn't. This dear old veteran of so many expeditions was
egging us on, perhaps wondering in his wise old head if this bunch
of hilarious girls were really mountaineers at all.
As we climbed higher and higher we sobered down a bit, no
breath left for talking and laughing. We plodded on, panting hard,
still ploughing through deep soft snow, and on to the summit of
Dawa's Peak at seventeen thousand, five hundreed feet according to
the altimeter. For Pat and me this was our first Himalayan top and
we gazed down the other side amongst gathering clouds over to the
west, to a long hanging valley and the Jagdula Lekh. Then down
again and now the snow was softer than ever. We all took it in
turns to go first and often went in waist-deep. Immense expenditure
of energy was needed to get out of the big holes we made, but we
found each other's curious swimming motions and contortions very
funny to watch. We reached upper Base Camp late and rather
exhausted, yet greatly exhilarated by our first climb. Large mugs of
tea and an enormous meal followed by a long, long sleep.
After that we did another peak, the Twin Peak at the end of the
valley, with Dorothea forging ahead this time. This, together with
some surveying and cairn building, not only helped to acclimatise
us but gave us good views all round and a new angle on the route
we were planning to take up Our Peak. There was no doubt that
this was the biggest and best mountain in the range.
By now we were all feeling fit and eager to get our higher camps
set up. After protracted discussions Dorothea and I set off with four
loaded Sherpas to find the place for Camp One. Again we went
over half way up the ridge of Dawa's Peak, and then branched off to
the right across an undulating snow-field to put the camp both at
the foot of the ice-fall and at the foot of the south-west ridge of Our
Peak. The idea then was to try the ridge first, and if this did not go
to force a way up the ice-fall. The clouds came over in the after-
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noon, but earlier than usual. They obscured the view, snow began
to fall and small avalanches began to move. We could not see a
good place for the camp, so the Sherpas just dumped the loads by a
rock and went down.
Dorothea and I went up a bit higher to a snowy eminence,
hoping it might just clear a bit and give us a close-up view of the
ice-fall. It didn't, so down we went. Dorothea said, "You go on
ahead, and I'll follow more slowly." So I did, and in the snow and
the mist on the steep rocky part of the ridge I found myself on loose
wet rock. Too hard; so I started to move over to the right to easier
ground. There was steep snow in a shallow gully, and I stepped on
to this, meaning to kick steps across it, but what with the snow on
my goggles and glasses I hadn't realised there was wet clay under
neath until my feet shot from under me. I gathered speed and went
head over heels down the gully. Dorothea saw a bright red bala
clava hurtle out of sight into the mist and thought I was done for.
She yelled and there was no reply. Meanwhile I was desperately
trying to get right way up so that I could use my ice-axe. I leaned
on the axe but everything was loose and came away with me. I then
saw a large boulder about four feet across and braced myself and
axe to take the shock. Even that came out and hit me, but after
about eighty feet (looked it out later) of bouncing down loose rock I
did get enough braking action to stop me on a small ledge over
another drop. I stepped smartly to the left and protected under a
handy overhang, just stood there, while the now considerable volume
of rock and stones shot out into the wet mist below.
Silence at last. I shouted to Dorothea that I was O.K. (before
I knew if I was!) and saw my tooth brush all dirty two yards away
in the gully. My clothes and pockets were all torn and I was bloody
and muddy, but apparently no bones broken, in fact I could find no
serious damage at all; meanwhile Dorothea slowly descended to my
level. Very carefully now we made our way down to Base Camp
where my wounds were bathed in the spring water. The others tried
to put me to bed then but I was so full of joie de vivre, and so thank
ful to be still alive, that we had an uproarious evening in the tent that
night. We ate tinned pears for supper and a vague memory of a bit
of verse came to mind: "With possible extinction adding flavour to
stewed pears." Michael Roberts. Dorothea capped it all by saying
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"Somewhere up there in the snow we've hidden the stuff for Camp
One. Now there's a little puzzle for Denise and Jo to go up to
morrow and see if they can find it!" It snowed all the next day
and we had visions of our dump being buried deep in the snow and
lost for ever. They were rather cross that we hadn't even put a
tent up.
Two days later Denise and Jo set off to find Camp One and put
it up. The day after Pat and I were to follow on, and the day after
that Dorothea and Barbara. Dorothea and Barbara climbed
"Dorothea's Peak," while waiting for their turn. When Pat and I
were plodding up to Camp One, we could see Denise and Jo with
Mingma Tensing, our cook, and Pemba Norbu trying the ridge above
Camp One. They almost reached the future site of Camp Two but
were turned back by two rocky gendarmes where the rock was so
loose and steep that it was too dangerous. We went up to the col
while they were descending to Camp One, and we all four spent the
night there. Next day the four of us with four Sherpas, found a
way up the ice-fall to Camp Two. Pat and I and the Sherpas had
to descend again to Camp One, and spent the night there with
Dorothea and Barbara. Next morning Pat and I found an easier
way up the ice-fall again and planted marker flags to show the way
in the mist. Denise was in Camp Two feeling the altitude and Jo
had gone up the steep snow triangle above us with Mingma and
Pemba Norbu and found a place for Camp Three high up on the
final ridge. This was at about 20,000 feet and the only possible
place for a camp. During that night at Camp Two Pat was sick and
headachy, so Denise, Jo and I set off next morning for Camp Three,
after seeing Dorothea and Barbara start on their way up the ice-fall
to Pat. In this way we kept contact between all the camps.
We three spent the night at Camp Three in Charles' Meade. I
don't think I have ever spent a more uncomfortable night wedged in
between Jo 'The Hurricane' on my right and Denise 'The Battle
ship' on my left. Jo had a way of kicking and shoving in her sleep
and Denise on her lilo in two outsize sleeping bags was so enormous
that there was no room for anything else. There was a blizzard in
the night, and we imagined being blown off the ridge in a horrid
entangled mess to the glacier three thousand feet below. We sur
vived though and it was hellish fun. I sicked up my breakfast and
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two hours passed in slow getting ready in the cold, with the frozen
condensation inside the tent cracking off with every move and then
wetting everything. Eventually, we set off for the summit along the
ridge. The snow was soft and deep even early in the morning.
There were cornices to avoid and a knife-edged ridge in places, with
no possibility of a firm ice-axe belay should one of us slip. We went
a considerable way along and up and down the summit ridge,
estimating it to be about two miles long and the summit at least a
thousand feet higher than Camp Three. We could not see how far we
got though, because the bad weather descended on us sooner that
day, and we were surrounded by thick cloud and a strong icy wind
and large clinging snowflakes. Retreating might have been a night
mare, had I been fully aware, but what with the height and lack of
oxygen, the panting breath and heavy weariness, and visibility about
four feet to me this was like a dream. A dream of an endless plod
through an infinity of cotton wool, yet with a vague notion, that
somehow didn't seem to matter very much, that one false step to
either side of what we couldn't see anyway would have meant a fall
of thousands of feet. We trod warily, ready all the time to jump over
the left side of the ridge if the one in front fell to the right, or vice
versa. Though how on earth could we have done this when half the
time we couldn't see each other? Anyway, there was no need, for
not one of us made a wrong move.
Just when all this seemed never-ending, we had a glimpse, as
the mist shifted for two seconds, of two tiny little toy tents way
below on the ridge. We reached this haven. Laborious contortions
of overclad wet people in a very confined space. Big mugs of tea
for us in our sleeping bags, then sleep and more sleep until we were
wakened for our big supper handed in through the sleeve entrance
.... Bless those Sherpas. More sleep and before we were really up
and fed in the morning Dawa and the other Sherpas had come up to
see if we were still there and bring us down. Dorothea had been
rather worried about us, having had a glimpse of us on the summit
ridge from Camp Two before the bad weather had set in and obliter
ated all signs. So we all went right down to Base Camp and had a
couple of days bad weather before it cleared enough for us to make
our second attempt.
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This time Pat and Barbara set off first up to Camp One, to
give Pat a chance to acclimatise more slowly and Barbara to go first,
having been last before.
After they had gone I realised that
Dorothea was ill, with bronchitis and a temperature of 101° so our
poor leader had to stay at Base Camp on Penicillin, hot drinks and
Complan.
Jo, Denise and I were feeling tough, so set off to climb straight
up to Camp Two and catch up the others.
We had not then read the report of the Himalayan Scientific
and Mountaineering Expedition 1960—61. Dr. Pugh found that
Sherpas were superior to white men in load carrying. We found
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them superior to white women too! Barry Bishop said: '' Carrying
thirty Ibs. at 19,000 feet proved as difficult as carrying more than
two hundred Ibs. at sea level." We were carrying about twenty
Ibs. but our loads felt like lead and we were very slow, very tired
and needed many rests and much mutual encouragement to reach
Camp Two at all. Then the weather was bad again, snowing all
day, and we spent most of the week-end in bed. We got np one
afternoon, to clear a path, excavate an ice-cave, build a snowman
and even a snow dog. The dog was Ang Pema's masterpiece and
rather rude.
By now there was much new snow and no trace of the old
tracks, so the step-cutting up the steep part on to the final ridge had
to be done all over again. A 'Road-making day' the Sherpas called
it. Half-way up Pat had a kind of black-out and couldn't see any
thing for about twenty minutes. Mingma fed her on Kendal Mint
Cake and we all came down again. There were long discussions in
the tent about how we should tackle the summit this time. An
anxious note came up with Katcheri from Dorothea at Base Camp
telling us to take great care and consider all things seriously. Then
Dawa came into the tent and solved everything by saying we should
all go up to Camp Three and then see. This we did, taking a third
tent with us. Here Jo and Barbara were in one tent ready for the
first try for the summit next morning, the 14th May. Pat, Denise
and I were in another tent and Mingma and Pemba Norbu in the
third cooking for all of us, and the other Sherpas went down again.
There was a bitter icy strong wind next morning, and Jo and
Barbara's tea froze in their mugs as they fumbled with overboots
and crampons, but eventually they set off. Pat was lethargic, but
Denise was feverish and had been almost delirious in the night,
burbling away non-stop, some nonsense, and some things like: —
"If I should die, think only this of me,
That in some far off corner of Nepal
I tried to climb a peak, and had a fall."
So I'd had a sleepless night too, and at that height it was all a
bit depressing. I crawled round to the sordid messy interior of the
Sherpas' tent and started to melt snow for tea and lemonade for the
now dozing Denise and Pat. Clumsy clot! I tipped over a Primus
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and burnt my little Duvet socks and lost some of the long awaited
melted water .... I had only made about two and a half pints of
hot drink, (mind you, that took most of the day) when we heard a
distant shout, then a yell .... Jo and Barbara had climbed Our.
Peak. We could hardly believe it, and all in the time it had taken
me to brew that tea and lemonade.
Pat
poorly.
Barbara
to climb

and I bucked up with this great news, but Denise was still
I thought that I ought to go down with her, but Jo and
assured me that they would look after her and I must stay
the peak with Pat.

Reluctantly we got Denise ready to go down, in many layers of
woollies and enormous Duvet jacket, and sadly she left us. Ang
Pema and Katcheri had come up with more food and stayed with
us. Mingma and Pemba Norbu went down with the others, and
Mingma's parting words—"Memsahib Pat eat big supper and then
will be is-strong for the Summit." She did just that.
That evening, oblivious of the cold and freezing wind, I spent
an enchanted and unforgettable hour standing on the ridge, on top
of the world, gazing at the interplay of high peaks and moving
cloud. On the blown spume to leeward a constantly shifting Brocken
Spectre kept me company all the time, together with the exhilarating
thought that Our Peak was there just waiting to be climbed, and I
was just delightfully lingering and 'tasting the limitless joy of
existence.' Back in the tent again I realised that but for stalwart
Pat I would have been on my way to the bottom again without ever
having climbed it; like Denise, I said, "Why do you want to climb
Our Peak?" "Because this is just what we've walked two hundred
miles to do." Yes, and seven thousand miles of driving and all last
year planning, letter-writing and the endless preparations. All for
this. We both felt fine that night and read for hours in bed. I was
just about bursting with enthusiasm, and Pat was calm as always,
and we both slept soundly on our second night at the highest camp.
This was my fourth night at about 20,000 feet. May 15th dawned
fine and we were off in good time for the summit, a fine ridge with
fantastic exposure on some of the knife-edge ridges and cornices. It
was Katcheri's first big peak too, and he was every bit as thrilled as
Barbara and Pemba Norbu returning from the summit to Camp III.
Photo : Jo Scarr
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we were to reach it, clear, cold, sunny and perfect. Yet the views
on the way up are better than those from the very top. The others
saw us on the final ridge through binoculars from Camp Two. Then

HEIGHTS BY ALTIMETER:
Camp I: 16,000 ft.
Our Peak: 21,700 ft.
Camp II: 18,000 ft.
Kagmara I: 20,000 ft.
Camp III: 20,000 ft.
Kagmara II: 18,500 ft.
Upper Base: 14,000 ft.
Kagmara III: 19,000 ft.
Lower Base: 12,500 ft.
Triangle Peak: 19,500 ft.
Maidan: 11,000 ft.
Twin Peak: 18,000 ft.
Tibetan Col.: 16,000 ft.
Dawa's Peak: 17,000 ft.
Dorothea's Peak: 17,500 ft.
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came the descent, still taking great care, striking Camp Three and
down the long ridge to Camp Two.
Dorothea had come up there and gave us a big welcome back
and brought letters from home.
Jo and Barbara were already full of a new plan, and set off
that evening to Camp One, and then over the col to the west with
Ang Temba, to explore the upper part of the Jagdula valley and its
branches. Denise had gone down to Base Camp with a temperature
of 105° and had glissaded down the lower snow slopes, instead of
the rocks, like me, in a polythene nappy thoughtfully arranged and
provided by the ever-resourceful Dawa to keep her trousers dry!
The camps were all taken down and hardly anything left behind,
and we had a day of rest at our lower Base Camp.
Then we were up on the Kagmara side of the valley to the south
looking for a likely route up Kagmara 1, or Denise's Peak as we
had called it up till then. From her first sight of it she had had
designs on it even in preference to our Peak of Kanjiroba.
She and I also went up to the Tibetan Col, the high pass at
16,000 feet from which we had a nearer view of the Kagmara and its
glacier, and made plans for the route up there. The idea now was
that Dorothea and Denise should climb this peak to make up for
their disappointment on the other. So they set off first with the
Sherpas and loads to establish Camp One on the Kagmara Lekh.
Pat and I were to follow on next day, but not until Jo and Barbara
had returned from their exploration. We had arranged a signal, a
large flag (actually a sleeping-bag lining) to be hoisted on the rocks
above Base Camp if they did not return. Then if they hadn't got
back by the sixth day, (they only had food for four days) Dorothea
and Denise would descend again as we would all be needed for the
search party. I hoisted the flag on the evening of the sixth day, but
fortunately was able to take it down again an hour or two later,
before those above had seen it. Jo and Barbara turned up tired and
hungry—with Ang Temba visibly thinner, all full of excitement.
That was another wonderful evening, hearing all about their adven
tures.
Next morning Pat and I plodded up to the new Camp One.
Dorothea and Denise had gone on up to the col but had had to turn
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back on the ridge, again prevented by a gendarme of dangerous
loose rock. They were talking about a terrific-looking route up the
north face direct. Would it go? We all went up with heavy loads
and established Camp Two on the Kagmara glacier at the foot of the
north face. In the afternoon Mingma and Pemba Norbu climbed
up the lower part of the face and put a fixed rope on the steepest part
of the ice. Avalanches were falling on both sides of them and twice
their thundering roar brought us leaping out of the tents to see if our
Sherpas were still there. On May 23rd two parties set off to climb
the north face of Kagmara 1. Dorothea, Denise, Pemba Norbu and
Mingma were in the first assault party, and Pat, Ang Pema and I at
a respectful distance behind. This was a real Alpine climb on ice
and snow all the way. A grand route and we reached the summit
and lingered there as it was not so cold as on Our Peak. We forgot
to look at the altimeter, but it must be nearly 20,000 feet and its true
height still needs to be worked out.
Pemba Norbu fell off, last man of the first party on the way
down, but was held by Dorothea .... and when our turn came to
negotiate this bit, Pat spent ages hacking out new ice steps and ice
hand-holds too, it was so steep. Here a short-shafted ice-axe is a
disadvantage for step-cutting downhill.
Dorothea and Pat climbed Kagmara 2 the next day from the
same camp, and then went down to base. The rest of us moved up
to make Camp Three on the col between Kagmara 1 and 2. After
that Jo, Denise and Barbara did a snowy-pointed peak way over a
large snow-field to the south-east, while I lay unwell in the tent.
Next day we all climbed Kagmara 3 and Jo did Kagmara 2 as well
for more survey photographs.
Kagmara 4, 5 and 6 remain unclimbed and No. 6 is a giant, but
by now it was nearing the end of May. Dorothea had said that we
must go down. The snow was getting very soft and wet, avalanches
more frequent, and it was the end of our allotted time in the High
Himalaya. So reluctantly we packed up and sloshed down to Base
Camp.
There was a Tibetan tent pitched below us in the valley, with
hand-woven sacks for trade and a heard of seventy-four yaks. We
Kagmara 1, c. 20,000 feet, with Camp II at the foot of
the North Face, by which the mountain was climbed.
Photo: Nancy Smith
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counted them. This was a stroke of luck for us as we hired sixteen
of them to carry the remains of our stuff back to Kaigaon. While
four of us went back with the Yaks, Dorothea and Jo travelling light
with three Sherpas, went over the Tibetan Col. Jo took more bear
ings on the peaks for her map and they had a wonderful time
exploring unknown valleys and up to the Phoksumdo Lake. Finally
they met us, coming down another valley and joining us over a week
later at the Indian check-point, at Dunai on the Thuli-Beri river to
the east.
There is neither time nor space for the real story of our walk
out. It was completely fascinating, and had all the excitement of a
new route, with the issue in doubt until the last few days. This was
due to the wild habits of yaks, the problem of yak transport and the
difficulty in hiring coolies or beasts in the wild desert region to the
north. We still followed the Bheri river almost up to its source high
on Dhaulagiri. The Barbung Khola is the same river, and the
geography here had everything. I doubt if anywhere in the world
could be found a walk to equal this in contrasts of climate and land
formation. Over the Balangra Pass with wild rhubarb growing, and
far more Alpine flowers peeping through as the snow melted. Down
to Tibrikot, with its wild dogs, paddy fields and a hot dusty river
valley with afternoon dust storms. Up the Barbung Khola we went,
getting into ever wilder and more desert country to the north of the
High Himalaya, where the rainfall is nil. There were great gorges
and chasms and pinnacles and the odd architecture of erosion, like
the Grand Canyon in Arizona. Then over three high passes where
we all suffered from altitude sickness at 18,000 feet, even our dog
and the Sherpas, and on to the edge of the high plateau of Tibet. We
came round the north of Dhaulagiri and down to the more prosperous
and irrigated valley of the Kali Gandaki River. There were horsemen
and their horses decked out in embroidered cloths like the film of the
battle of Agincourt. Coming up the valley were decorated mules
carrying supplies for the Tibetan military encampments we had
passed near the frontier. With the irrigation were apricot trees and
barley growing, Tibetan villages and refugees. Then down to the
paddy fields again and maize on terraces and thick impenetrable
steamy forests with rich green undergrowth, masses of ferns and
dahlias and exotic lilies and orchids. We were plagued by leeches
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and soaked in the monsoon as we splashed on over rushing torrents
by precarious bridges, up and down thousands of marble steps on
the hills over to Pokhara with Annapurna to the north.
From the airfield at Pokhara we flew to Kathmandu; a cocktail
party at Boris', a welcome from Charles Wylie, then flying out to
Patna, Benares, Allahabad, Lucknow and train back to Nepalganj.
Then home in a Boeing 707 and London next day was simply absurd.
This was how Denise and I were landed back; the others have a
different tale.
What about the team? Our expedition could never have been
the great success it undoubtedly was without the characters involved.
Dorothea, indefatigable, either carrying large loads or organising
the coolies, with limitless drive, enthusiasm and toughness. Denise,
a bit of a devil, always disappearing round the next corner, or over
the next top, whether with cine in view or just pioneering. Singing
Bach Fugues in the most improbable places and nearly always in
fectiously gay and happy. Jo, who did more climbing than any of
us, wonderfully absorbed in surveying and exploring and taking
bearings everywhere. Never will I forget the look of surprised
delight on her face when she found that the bearings all tallied from
three different Himalayan valleys. Pat, the peace-maker, birdwatching, checking our equipment, lounging in icy torrents, extrac
ting local teeth and wandering over the highest summits with steady
and effortless ease. Barbara, the kindest and most selfless of
climbers, inexhaustible and teaching us country-dancing, Scottish
reels and acrobatics at high altitudes till we dropped, panting to the
desolate dirty ground. And me, the unenviable doctor of the party,
scapegoat for all the ills we got and I could not cure, such as colds,
sore throats, coughs and altitude sickness, where the only cure,
going down, was unthinkable. Then Dawa Tensing, our old veteran
Sirdar, with his wonderful wrinkled and rascally face, his dignity,
authority, funny English and his incredibly satisfying gestures,
especially the diarrhoea one—Swoosh! Mingma Tsering, our fleetfooted cook, always ahead, always with tea ready for us whenever
we needed it, with a beautiful face and such shapely legs. Pemba
Norbu 1, experienced and loyal, a great climber too, and so tough,
especially when he got a nasty septic foot on the way in, and kept
up with us just the same. Ang Pema was my personal Sherpa and
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another experienced climber, his round, kindly, cheery Buddhist
face looking just like a cherub, so tough and thoughtful and so were
they all, Pemba Norbu 2, Ang Temba, Katcheri, Pasang and
Pasang Sona our tough little cook-boy. There was never a cross
word between them, they were an example to us under all conditions.
Whether producing piping-hot three course dinners at our highest
camps or suffering the flies and heat and dust in the hot valleys,
they were always the same; thoughtful, kindly, happy, helpful and
tireless with the load carrying. Some would say they are poor men,
but they have a wisdom that is not so common in the West and I
think that just being in their company all those months gave us all
some merit in the Buddhist sense.
To sum it up, the expedition was sheer delight for months on
end. I did enjoy my holiday. Carefree, fit, a simple life, walking
mostly, in delightful company, climbing, hard going high up in soft
snow, but never too hard. We had our tiffs, even rages, but looking
back on it they were always about something and nothing. Little
things are important when life is primitive and simple, and reason
able minds seem less so when limbs and bodies are tired and tummies
are empty and flea bites are enormous and irritating. On the big
issues—our climbs, our routes to be taken high and low, our Sherpas,
our camps, our equipment and our food, we all agreed.
Those Himalayas of the mind
Are not so easily possessed.
There's more than precipice and storm,
Between you and your Everest.

C. DAY LEWIS.
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THREE PEAKS IN KULU
Jo Scarr
TF one wants to climb in the Himalayas at present, there are three
alternatives, the Karakoram, Nepal, or the Kulu area. All other
areas are barred to foreign Expeditions for political reasons. During
the last eight years there have been seven all-women Himalayan
Expeditions, of which four have been to Kulu, for it is an area
eminently suited to a small women's party, who probably have little
money or Himalayan experience, but want to climb unclimbed peaks
and explore new ground.
It was the obvious choice for Barbara and me, the smallest and
most impecunious women's Himalayan Expedition so far. We
wanted to try to climb as well as to trek, but hesitated at first, feeling
it might be rather rash when there were only two of us going, with
no Himalayan experience and only six seasons in the Alps between
us. Yet several two-man parties had climbed successfully in the
Kulu area, and we were encouraged by the accounts of Joyce Dunsheath's Expedition when much climbing was done by just two
memsahibs with Sherpas. We could not afford to bring Sherpas
over from Darjeeling as they had done, but Eileen Healey had later
climbed Deo Tibba with only two Ladakhi porters, and assured us
that the Ladakhis were becoming as good as Sherpas. Eileen's
ascent of Deo Tibba was an outstanding achievement, and a great
boon to us, for we could point to it to counter most objections to our
plans.
We decided that the greatest scope for climbing and exploring
lay around the Bara Shigri glacier, and after consulting Dr. A. E.
Gunther, the authority on the area, we made our particular objec
tives Central Peak, 20,600 ft., and/or Lion, 20,100 ft. These two
peaks, the finest unclimbed peaks in the area according to Gunther,
lie at the head of the lowest tributary glacier flowing into the Bara
Shigri from the east, or, more prosaically, at the top of the first
turning on the left!
Although the surrounding peaks had been roughly surveyed
from other viewpoints, no one had explored or surveyed this tribu
tary glacier. It seemed an ideal objective for a party such as ours,
and when we tentatively outlined our plans for exploring and
climbing there, we were surprised and delighted to receive a small
25
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grant from the Mount Everest Foundation and the support of the
Royal Geographical Society.
Ours was to be an autumn Expedition for we could not leave
England till the end of July, and were driving out to India. Much
of the trouble and expense of a large Expedition was saved by
taking all our food and equipment with us in a Land-Rover, and we
managed to get it all into India without paying any duty. (We gave
the Customs officer a lift home . . .).
On September 12th we reached the roadhead of Manali. Three
days later we set off for the Bara Shigri, with three Ladakhi porters,
three ponies and three donkeys, obtained with the aid of Major Banon
of Sunshine Orchards. Our porters were Wangyal, Jigmet and
Atchuk, who had all three already been on two Expeditions that
summer, first with Bob Pettigrew's party to Indrasan, and then
surveying on the Bara Shigri with Lynam. Since the northern part
of the Kulu area is scarcely affected by the monsoon, it is possible
to climb there any time between the end of May and the middle of
October, although the weather always seems to be rather uncertain.
In Manali we had suffered torrential monsoon downpours every
afternoon, but once we crossed the 13,050 ft. Rhotang Pass and
descended into the barren Chandra valley, the rain and mist were
left behind, and we had sunshine every day until mid-October.
The most direct way to reach the Bara Shigri glacier is to
follow the south bank of the Chandra river, but this route is ex
tremely difficult for laden ponies, and Ricksen, our ponyman from
Kulu, refused to go that way. We therefore crossed the river by
the bridge at Chatoru, and followed the good track along to Batal
where there is another bridge. From Batal it is about five miles
back to the snout of the Bara Shigri, crossing a wide alluvial plain,
which, apart from one rather fast-flowing nullah, presented no great
difficulties for the ponies and donkeys. On the trek we passed
through many Tibetan encampments, for the Indian government
are employing refugees to build a jeep road from Manali over the
Rhotang Pass, along the Chandra valley, and into Spiti. The road
was just jeepable when we were there, but it was far too risky to try
to take our long wheel-base Land-Rover over, with the possibility of
breaking down or being trapped in the area by the winter snows.
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On the 21st September we reached the foot of the glacier, and
established Base Camp on the highest moraines the ponies could
reach. The trek had taken us seven days instead of the usual six,
for one night our donkeys had disappeared. They were found the
next afternoon twelve miles away, happily munching the tastier
grass of our previous camp site!
Now we had a more serious set-back; I developed a tooth ab
scess. For several days my face had been swelling up, but we had
carried on, hoping that it would respond to penicillin tablets. At
Base Camp it was no better, however, and poring over the medical
section in 'Hints to Travellers' (with my one open eye), I diagnosed
it as an apical tooth abscess.
"How about lancing it?" I suggested to Barbara, but Barbara
had little faith in my diagnosis, and even less in her skill as a dental
surgeon. The only alternative was to go back in search of a doctor.
On the way out we had met a young Indian doctor looking after
Tibetans at Chatoru, if he was still there it would only mean a twoday round trip, but otherwise I would have to go right back to
Manali, which would virtually put an end to our Expedition.
Taking Atchuk with me, I set off with the ponies and donkeys
Riksen was taking back to Manali. This time we took the short cut
to Chatoru along the south bank of the river. I was not feeling very
clear, but have vague recollections of a horribly narrow path
crossing steep scree slopes, of clambering over miles of boulders, and
crossing four or five raging nullahs, clinging precariously onto a
pony's back, Riksen mounted behind to stop me falling off, and the
poor pony swimming for dear life! The last nullah was too swift
and deep to cross, and we had to bivouac on the bank. We had no
tent or food since we had intended to spend the night in a Tibetan
' hotel' in Chatoru, but we all had sleeping bags, and Riksen brewed
some tea. Hot and wet, but no milk or sugar, and the glucose
tablets we put in as sweetening only made it worse.
The next morning the water level had dropped, and we reached
Chatoru, only to find that almost everyone had packed up and left,
and there was no food anywhere. Fortunately the doctor was still
there, living in the 'Rest House,' a cold and draughty stone shed.
I found him deep in Hardy's 'Return of the Native,' and for the
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next two hours he cross-examined me about English Literature
whilst I vainly tried to interest him in the more immediate problem
of my abscess. At last he had a look at it, confirmed my diagnosis,
and ten minutes later I was on my way back to Base Camp, abscess
lanced and cured. We could not cross the nullahs without ponies,
so had to go the long way round via Batal. We reached Base Camp
at 10 a.m. the following day after another foodless bivouac; a fifty
mile round trip on a packet of glucose tablets and one cold chapatti.
Over an enormous lunch Barbara told me her side of the story.
Wangyal, Jigmet and she had done two carries up the glacier,
establishing a dump about six miles up. The porters were doing a
third carry that day, so the following morning we should be able to
move up for good. "The glacier is horrible," Barbara said glee
fully, "Huge wobbly boulders with ice in between."
How right she was. Even the feet of Joyce Dunsheath and
party had failed to wear a track. After a day's load-carrying up
this slag heap, I decided my abscess had been a blessing in disguise.
We had no set plan of action, except to progress upwards as
swiftly as possible, for our time on the glacier was limited to three
weeks. In the event it went like this: —
Sept. 25th. All carried loads six miles up to transit Camp.
26th. a.m. Carried loads two miles to Advanced Base
Camp at 15,000 ft.
p.m. Porters carried up second loads, we recon
noitred the bottom of the tributary glacier.
27th. All carried loads up tributary glacier to Camp at
16,500 ft. Porters returned to Advanced Base.
28th. We reconnoitred the upper glacier, and tried some
surveying. Porters brought up second loads.
29th. All carried loads up to Camp at 18,000 ft. Porters
returned to 16,000 ft. Camp.
In other words in five days we progressed from the foot of the
Bara Shigri up to 18,000 ft. where we were in a position to attempt
our objectives, Lion and Central Peak. Barbara and I had done the
minimum of load carrying, but the maximum of reconnaissance, an
exciting task on the untrodden glacier.
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The lower part had been straightforward, if wearisome, plod
ding up soft snow and dry ice, but the head of the glacier was barred
by an intricate ice-fall, with enormous crevasses stretching almost
the whole width. For six hours we zigzagged through this maze,
crossing some very dubious snow-bridges, until at last we reached
the wide snow basin above. Here we camped at 18,000 feet, the
rocky spire of Central Peak and the snow dome of Lion towering
above our tent, and a whole chain of attractive unclimbed peaks
encircling us.
Before settling down to the lengthy business of cooking supper,
we studied the peaks from our tent door, and picked out a beauti
fully symmetrical rock pyramid, 19,850 ft., and about a mile across
the basin from our camp. It looked steep, but possible, and after
five days continuous glacier work, we were impatient to begin
climbing.
Unfortunately next morning we woke late, and lethargic from
the unaccustomed altitude, took two hours to cook breakfast. At
last we were ready, and set off for our peak at 9-30 a.m. What
happy optimists! An hour later we reached the bergschrund, feeling
very tired and panting with every step (on the crisp level snow . . .)
The bergschrund proved difficult to cross, and above it was a steep
ice slope that we estimated as one rope length, but which turned out
to be more than four. Fortunately we were able to crampon up the
ice only occasionally cutting a step, but progress was painfully
slow. At last we reached the rock, only to find it a rotten mass of
snow-covered blocks, that hurtled down to the glacier at the slightest
touch. Gingerly we climbed upwards, and after two hours reached
the col about five hundred feet below the summit. It was too late
and we were too exhausted to go any further, but we promised our
selves another go at this picturesque slag heap later on when we
were fitter. From the col we took a photographic panorama of our
glacier and the W. Gyundi that lay spread below us to the east, and
then descended by the same route. This was even worse than the
ascent, especially cramponing down the ice slope with the enormous
bergschrund gaping below, and we were very relieved when at 4 p.m.
we reached the glacier. Back at camp we found Wangyal, Jigmet
and Atchuk waiting for us, with hot tea and chapattis ready. They
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had clearly been rather worried, and welcomed us back like long-lost
daughters.
As we drank our tea we peered out at the surrounding peaks
and discussed plans for the morrow. Jigmet and Wangyal kept
pointing at Lion, and although we felt we were not yet sufficiently
acclimatized to attempt a 20,000 ft. peak, we decided that there
would be no harm in reconnoitring the lower slopes the next day.
At 7 a.m. the four of us set off, leaving Atchuk to have a good
rest, as he preferred not to climb if he could avoid it. The snow was
crisp, and we made fast progress up the easy-angled east face until
we came to a steep ice slope intersected by enormous crevasses.
Luckily we managed to find a route through and onto the long east
ridge leading to the summit. The lower section of this was reck, and
although not difficult, the scrambling drained much of our energy.
Up and up we dragged ourselves until suddenly the rock gave way to
snow; high up above us the summit was in view and possibly within
reach, if only we could raise enough energy to climb those last few
hundred feet. Barbara and I were both really feeling the altitude,
and as we sat and munched Glucose Tablets—'for Instant Energy!'
—felt very envious of Wangyal and Jigmet, who were completely un
affected and going like bombs. We were resting just below the final
cornice, letting Wangyal dig a passage through the soft overhanging
snow. He and Jigmet had proved to be really strong steady climbers ;
what is more, they really enjoyed climbing, and it was clear that
they would climb Lion even if we did not! But after the cornice it
was only another hundred feet up, and there we were, on the summit
of our first 20,000 ft. peak. It was a great moment, all the more for
being so unexpected. We had taken seven hours to climb 2,000 ft.,
but the descent by the same route took only two hours.
Back in camp over tea and onion chapattis we unanimously
decided that the following day should be a day of rest, our first since
leaving Manali sixteen days ago. We thereupon slept from 6 p.m.
until 9 a.m., had a leisurely breakfast, and spent a pleasant day
surveying on the glacier. At the same time we studied Central Peak
for the best route. There were three alternatives, the very long but
easy-angled N.E. ridge, the short but steep S. ridge, or one of the
rock buttresses of the S.E. face. We wanted to try to find a route
Left—Lion, 20,100 feet. Right—Central Peak, 20,000 feel.
Route shown from Camp at 18,000 feet.
Photo: Jo Scan
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that would enable us to climb the mountain in a single day in order
to avoid carrying up heavy loads whilst rock-climbing, so determined
first to try the shortest route, the S.E. face.
Leaving at 7 a.m. the next morning, with Jigmet and Wangyal
again, we had crossed the bergschrund within an hour, and after
200 feet of step-cutting reached the foot of the rock. We had ex
pected it to be loose shale, but found to our delight that it was
reasonably sound granite, providing some really fine rock-climbing.
We were both also feeling much better than on our previous two
climbs, and the pace was quite rapid. After about 500 ft. the angle
steepened, and we were confronted by a series of steep rock walls.
Several times it seemed we would be forced to abandon our buttress
for the ice couloir on the right, a natural chute for falling stones, but
luck was with us, and on each occasion we managed to find a way
round the obstacle.
At 12 p.m. we reached the crest of the S. ridge, and could look
down on the main Bara Shigri glacier far below; another hour of
delightful ridge-climbing reminiscent of Crib Goch, and we were on
the summit, a beautifully pointed summit crowned by one block on
which there was just room for the four of us to sit, our legs dangling
into space. We were now in the happy position of having climbed
our two main objectives, and still having seven days left before our
rendezvous with the ponies. After some discussion we finally
decided to return to our Advanced Base Camp, collect another five
days food, and explore part of the range to the west of the Bara
Shigri with the object of finding a new pass across into the Tos
Nullah.
To save time we moved down to our lower camp that same
evening, covering the last two miles of glacier in the dark, and were
down at Advanced Base by 2 p.m. next day. After re-packing, a
much needed wash, and a magnificent meal from the 'luxury tin,'
we set off early next morning for the unexplored glacier basin opposite
our camp. The lower section was the usual murderous glacial debris,
but after about two miles we found ourselves on snow, and at a fork.
Both branches looked equally unpromising, so we decided to camp
at the fork and explore from there. After setting up camp, we
started up the smaller southern branch, and after half a mile saw
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what appeared to be a col leading in the right direction. With
mounting excitement we made our way up the ice-fall, negotiating
snow bridges and cutting steps across crevasses amongst the most
magnificent ice scenery.
On and on we went in the late afternoon, determined not to turn
back until we reached the col, but when only about 200 ft. below it,
we came to a completely impassable crevasse. It was more than
120 ft. deep (we dangled a rope down), far too wide to jump, and it
stretched the whole width of the ice-fall between vertical rock walls.
Beyond it, tantalisingly close, a smooth slope led easily over the
col, although of course we could not see what the other side was like.
Perhaps another year the ice-fall will have changed, and a party
will be able to reach the col and answer this question.
6th October. With only three days left now, we moved camp
straight up the other branch of the glacier without a preliminary
reconnaissance. This saved a day, but made it very hard work, as
much of the way up the steep ice-fall we had to cut steps with loads
on our backs, and it took us five hours to go two miles and 1,500 ft.
up. Above the ice-fall the only camp site free from the danger of
avalanches was a small table of level snow surrounded on three sides
by wide crevasses. On the fourth side was a narrow crevasse, which
we just hoped would not suddenly open up and leave us stranded.
Next morning we set off first to look at the low col lying to the
north of our camp, and after an easy scramble up scree reached its
top only to find a very long ice slope down the other side, far too
steep to be a practicable pass down into the next glacier basin. It
seemed that after all we would be forced to return to the Bara
Shigri by the same route, but we still had one day left before we must
go down. Studying the surrounding peaks, only one looked even
faintly possible, the un-named twenty thousander directly above
our camp site. From bearings and photographs we have since
identified this as 20,495 ft., marked on the Survey of India map, but
at the time we were not at all sure which peak it was, since the
topography of this area did not agree with Lynam's provisional map
at all.
One of the ridges from 20,495 ft. ran down to the col on which
we were standing, so we set off to try to find a route up it. The rock
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was steep but sound and we had some excellent rock-climbing, but
after five hours we were still less than a third of the way up the
mountain, so had to abandon the route as impracticable. On the
descent we discovered a much better route, however, zigzagging on
ledges straight up the east face, so decided to try for the summit by
this route the next day. There was no time to put a camp half-way
up, we would have to do it in a day from our camp at 17,000 ft., or
not at all.
Leaving at 6-30 p.m. we made rapid progress up the section
we had come down the previous day, but farther up the angle
steepened, and we came to a huge vertical rock wall, holdless and
unclimable. It seemed to be hopeless, but Wangyal, a wizard at
route-finding, found a snow couloir round the side, and on we went.
At 2-30 p.m. we reached the heavily corniced snow ridge leading to
the summit. Keeping well down from the edge we battled along, a
strong wind driving snow into our faces, and mist blowing eerily
around, obscuring any view. At 3-30 p.m. we reached what we
thought was the summit, only to see about fifty yards away and fifty
feet above us another pinnacle, the true summit. It was clearly
climable, but would have taken us at least an hour in those condi
tions, so we eventually decided that with only another three hours
of daylight left for descent, those last fifty feet were not worth a night
in the open and possibly frostbite, and after all, what were fifty feet
in twenty thousand?
As fast as possible we climbed, scrambled, and slid down, and
at dusk reached the vertical wall where we resorted to abseiling.
For once I had no compunction about abandoning pitons and
karabiners. The abseils brought us onto easier ground but now it
was completely dark, and still a thousand feet of rock and snow lay
between us and our tents. A bivouac seemed inevitable, but we
determined to keep moving down as long as possible. Teeth chatter
ing in the biting wind, we gingerly felt our way down the screecovered ledges, very conscious of the thousand foot drop to the
glacier below. Progress was very slow, and several times we came to
an impossible section and had to retrace our steps, but after four
hours we glimpsed level snow ahead, the glacier! It took another
hour to find the one and only snow bridge across the enormous
bergschrund, and then we were down. The walk across the snow
Jo and porter on the ice-fall below Peak, 20,495 feet.
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basin to our camp was not without its hazards, Jigmet fell into a
crevasse en route, but we were all still roped and hauled him out
again. At 10-30 p.m. we reached the tents, exactly sixteen hours
after leaving them. This ascent (and descent!) had been definitely
the most interesting and memorable of our three peaks, and we cele
brated into the early hours, on tea, soup, and a baby bottle of
brandy.
With only one day's food left we hurried down next morning,
and the following day reached Base Camp, our supplies reduced to
£ Ib. margarine and one spoonful of jam—our ration scale had been
accurate. The ponies were waiting for us, Riksen anxious to get
back before the first winter snowfalls.
It took five days to return to Manali, the Chandra river now
being low enough to cross. Unfortunately Barbara and I didn't
realize this, and walked an extra fifteen miles round by the Batal
bridge! The journey was enlivened by the exchange of four gallons
of surplus paraffin for a live sheep. For 15/- worth of paraffin we
had a whole sheep, that provided four large meals for the six of us.
The night before we crossed the Rhotang Pass there was a heavy
fall of snow, and next day as our ponies struggled over, more snow
was falling, bringing to an end the good weather we had enjoyed
almost continually for five weeks. It was clearly time to be getting
back to the warmth of the plains, but as we left the mountains
behind our spirits were not too low, for unlike most Expeditions, we
were not travelling thousands of miles away from the Himalayas,
but only a few hundred to Delhi, to winter there before our next
Expedition. For which see elsewhere in this Journal.

NOTE ON COST.
Hire of 3 porters for 5 weeks
Hire of ponies for 12 days

Kulu Peak, 20,495 feet.

£50
£35

Photo: Jo Scarf
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MOROCCO 1961
Eileen Healey
TTHE pity about being a mountaineer with limited holidays is that
one finds oneself back in the same old haunts where the best
climbing is to be had and one never has the time to explore strange
lands.
Tim and I listened to a wireless programme on the Sahara,
became intrigued and wondered whether we should ever be able to
see the desert. Eventually we thought of the Atlas Mountains which
overlook the Sahara and where there is first-rate climbing. The
prospect seemed too good to be true and even now, on looking back,
our holiday in Morocco still seems to have had almost more than
we had hoped for. Besides the climbing there were glimpses of the
people of a different continent living a life almost as it must have
been in biblical times. The donkey was the universal beast of
burden and was even harnessed to plough the fields. The houses
with flat roofs were often built only of sun-baked clay. The men
wore long flowing djellabahs and the women simple dresses with
headscarves. These scarves were sometimes used as a veil but on
the whole the Moslem women were only veiled in the cities, in the
mountains the Berber women seemed to lead a much freer life.
Our life was made easier by the fact that mules could be hired
cheaply to carry up to huts. We decided to restrict our visit to the
Toubkal area, otherwise half our limited time would have been
spent travelling from one part of the chain to another. Certainly
this would have been a fascinating experience, but it would have
cut down the amount of mountaineering. The Toubkal area has
good huts and a C.A.F. guide-book so that time need not be wasted
reconnoitring. In spite of this apparent sophistication we met no
other climber and had the feeling we were on little used ways
Most important of all the Air France cheap night tourist fares
made this experience possible for an ordinary fortnight's holiday.
We chose to go in April thinking it would be less hot at that time
of the year and that the snow would be an additional attraction.
Our first difficulty was that of finding another companion. Anne
Little John was persuaded to come at short notice.
We left London airport on a Friday night, breakfasted at Casa
blanca in the early hours and arrived at Marrakesh at nine o'clock
38
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the next morning with a superb view of the snow covered Atlas
rising apparently straight out of the arid plain with no foothills.
In the French part of the town we were able to begin to stock
up with European provisions. We contacted M. Rambaud, a
French mountaineer who lived in the city and he was able to give us
advice on the snow conditions. He said that the mountains had been
free from snow in the early part of the year but that during the last
week there had been a heavy fall and that the climbs would not yet
be in condition. We were very glad to have this information as it
changed our original plan of starting at Oukamaiden. Instead we
decided to go straight to the hut at Imlil. M. Rambaud also told us
that the bus to Asni, required for the first thirty miles of the journey,
left at two o'clock and not at five as we expected. This meant that
we had to leave without supplementing the meagre quantity of
provisions which we had purchased in the morning. This seems to
me an adequate reason for being short of food and I do not know
why Tim has to say that he will never again allow the holiday food
to be organised by two women who wish to slim!
It was fortunate that we were in good time, for as the bus was
full by 1-30 the driver decided to leave at once.
The road led straight towards the mountains through groves of
olive trees and bordered with prickly pear hedges. We alighted at
Asni, hired a mule to carry our equipment and food, and started to
walk the last ten miles. I was rather footsore by the time I arrived
as I was breaking in new boots, but I was very happy. It seemed
incredible that I had been in Tonbridge less than twenty-four hours
previously, that from a modern jet air liner we had gradually come
down to walking by the side of a mule and had ended at this idyllic
spot in a primitive Berber village at the foot of 4,000 m. snow peaks
and yet in the comfort of a C.A.F. hut.
In the interest of space my descriptions of the climbs will have
to be brief but I shall name all our peaks for the sake of other
climbers who may visit the High Atlas.
The next day we moved on to Tachedirt with food for three
days. This only looked about six miles away on the map and there
fore we turned down the offer of the Berber guardian to organise a
mule for us. How we regretted this as we toiled up 2,000 feet over
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the pass in the heat of the day, with the distance seeming to be
trebled as the path contoured in and out of the gullies on the hill
sides. When I reached the hut considerably later than the others I
was greeted with the inevitable welcoming sweet mint tea, produced
by the charming Berber guardian who spoke little French but
understood us perfectly.
We set our alarm, not quite for an Alpine start, but early
enough for us to leave the hut as dawn was breaking, and made our
way for a first climb over the Towers of Iguenouane. The snow was
deep and Anne's energy was invaluable although we all had to take
a turn in step-kicking before the day was over. Possibly without
the snow it would have been an easy scramble, but in an effort to
avoid the snow, Tim led us over at least one slab which required the
rope. A long rappel took us down the final tower and then a snow
slog led to the higher summit. The snow was very wet by this time
and plodding down was as tiring as the ascent. A weary party
returned to the hut just before dark.
The next day we again left the hut at about four o'clock and
this time made our way to the south face of Angour. Our out-ofdate guidebook gave no routes on the two miles of two thousand
foot cliffs. We chose an easy line onto the rocks and found a good
old-fashioned gully with three chockstone pitches. This was fol
lowed by easier ground until the final band of rock which gave more
delicate climbing. Anne broke through the cornice to bring us to
the summit plateau in the usual afternoon mist. We made our way
down the ordinary ridge to the Tizi-n-Tachedirt soon getting below
the mist and into a superb evening light. We walked down the
valley in the dusk watching the sun set straight ahead and arrived
soon after dark.
It was obvious that in these snow conditions a third climb would
be equally tiring and the Healeys were quite ready for an easy day.
They meanly outvoted Anne and insisted on returning to Imlil the
next day, spending the one after on the journey to the Neltner Hut,
rather than doing this journey in one day. This time we hired a
mule to take our luggage and eight days' food. From the Neltner
we first climbed Toubkal, 4,165 m., by the quite delightful Bentley
Beetham route involving gendarmes and towers, much scrambling,
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some 'diff' climbing and a final walk to the highest summit. Once
more the descent in soft snow was incredibly tedious.
The Neltner hut is in a splendid situation just to the west of
Toubkal. To the other side of the hut was a fine rocky ridge which
was capable of giving routes of considerable exposure. The next
day we made our way up an icy gully to this ridge, traversed
Biiguinnoussene, and had a little climbing on Tadat to the north
and on La Tour to the south.
After a day given over to reconnaisance and clothes repairs we
climbed the S.E. ridge of Afella Ouanoukrim continuing along to
the Clochetons with their deep chimney and a fine leap for the bold
down from the higher to the lower peak. This day was perhaps the
most memorable of our visit for all the valleys were filled with a
layer of billowing clouds whilst we were in brilliant sunshine.
Our next climb was Tadaft, not to be confused with Tadat. We
ascended by the N.E. ridge, a 'diff' ridge on fine yellow granite
which was firm and as exposed as many in the Alps. Four rappels
facilitated the 500 ft. descent to the S.W., and then a very tedious
ascent up the softened snow took us to Akioud-n-Bou Imrhaz with
good scrambling onto several summits. The descent of the S.E.
ridge included a ledge which the guidebook described as easy but
airy. I have seldom climbed unroped in a place of such exposure.
We had no bad weather to give us an excuse for a lazy day so I
decreed the next one to be a rest day. It turned out to be a rest only
from roped climbing. We had been intrigued by the lake to the
S.E. of Toubkal and this off day was our only opportunity to visit
it. We went up 1,500 ft. to the Tizi n'Ouanoums and then down
5,000 ft. to the lac d'lfni. At that time of the year the land around
was completely arid, yards separated each blade of grass, or rather
each spike of prickles as it is in this area. We were astonished to
pass a few goats which can only have had the thorny plants for
sustenance. How we regretted not camping here for we longed to
see the country beyond the natural dam which formed the lake. It
was completely airless and sultry and I found it a weary plod up to
the col. A slight snowstorm at the top revived me and we had the
peculiar sensation of peering through the snowflakes to the Sahara.
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Only two days remained, on the first we ascended the W.N.W.
ridge of Toubkal to Immouzzer, and on the second Anne very nobly
volunteered to wait for the mule and accompany it to Imlil, leaving
Tim and me free to cross the col near Tadat and descend to the
Lepiney hut returning to Imlil via the Tizi Mzik. It was a long day
especially as two hours were wasted in retracing our steps to recover
a forgotten exposure meter. As we descended to Imlil we heard the
beating of drums. The village was practising for a festival the next
day.
This next day is a tale on its own. A tale in which for brevity
I must ask you to use your imagination. The tale would tell how
the square was filled with dancers, how a dignitary arrived from
Marrakesh and how he invited us to a ceremonial feast of seven
courses which started with a sheep roasted whole. How we then
sat on rugs under the trees with the guests of honour while the girls
danced for us, and how only two hours before Anne's plane left we
were able in desperation to hire for £3 the bus which should have
left seven hours earlier. It drove us forty miles to Marrakesh for
Anne to return to England and for Tim and me to spend a few days
sightseeing.
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APPOINTMENT WITH FRANCESCHI
The Direttissima (Grade VI) of the South Wall of the Torre Grande.
(First ascent: L. Franceschi and L. Constantini).
Jo Fuller
" HTHE time has come," said someone for whom I normally have
a great deal of respect, "to acquire the skills of artificial
climbing and to sample its delights.
The afternoon sun was hot on my back and the cold mountain
stream was soothing to my aching ankle, but the unmistakably
challenging tone could not be ignored. There was also an un
fathomable, mysterious gleam in his eyes.
The following morning we toiled up through the trees with our
almost equally divided weighty burdens. It was a perfect day—
meteorologically. The Cinque Torri group was our desination, and
these five small towers are a good introduction to climbing in the
Dolomites, for the routes are comparatively short, and a standard of
fitness can soon be achieved by spending a few energetic days there.
On the opposite side of the Passo di Falzarego the huge grey and
golden buttresses of the Tofana, cradling wisps of cloud in its steep
gullies, shrink the towers to the size of big boulders, although the
Torre Grande is over 600 feet.
At the start of the appointed climb we adorned ourselves with
the necessary accoutrements, including a short sling worn over one
shoulder and under the opposite arm for carrying carabiners, two
etriers, which were fastened firmly to the waistlength by a long piece
of nylon string, and which had fifi hooks for attaching to pitons, a
prusik loop in my back pocket just in case I fell off and was left
dangling in space, a crash hat, and a grubby collection of sweets.
The first pitch is roughly 120 feet and by the time I had
mastered the art of manipulating the ropes Brian was out of sight
and belayed, and I was filled with concern for bell-ringers. Non
chalantly, I threw the etriers over my shoulders, but they slid off
before I reached the first holds, as my shoulders slope pathetically.
After a few feet of climbing, the first peg was grasped eagerly, the
carabiner undipped, the fifi hook thrust into the peg, and I stepped
triumphantly into the etrier, which immediately came out! The
hook was far too shallow. I recovered my composure and recounted
43
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my woeful news. One word reached me clearly—"Nonsense!''
Suspicion replaced my initial trust as I stepped gingerly into the
second etrier, but it held firmly in place.
The pitch is steep and has two roofs, a small one followed by
one of about four feet and then a large bulge My embarrassment
had been forgotten by the time I reached the second roof, where I
found a sling, in which I stood, and gazed outwards to the lip where
there was a stout peg. With a stretch I was able to hook the trusty
etrier into the peg and stand in it, and then in a moment of necessity
I used the unreliable hook and soon found that one foot was standing
in an etrier attached only to my waist.
It was at this point that I noticed the sling still under the roof,
but getting the wayward hook firmly placed in the peg seemed more
important. This achieved, the question was should I retrieve the
sling, because Brian would never notice that we were minus one?
Honesty somehow edged its way into my mind and I bent down
under the roof, resulting in my legs immediately swinging out side
ways into space. Horror flooded in.
A group of immaculately clad Scoiattoli were singing to the
accompaniment of a guitar down at the hut, and I certainly knew
that I was not the source of their inspiration. Returned to my vertical
position I could then cope with some jammed carabiners and the
rest of the pitch, which involved some free climbing. For this the
etriers were hooked into my waistlength, but the shallow fellow
tried a last trick and slipped out. It was thwarted, as its downward
journey was arrested by the length of string tying it to my waist,
and I tried to ignore it, climbing with it jangling an accompaniment
as it hit the rock beneath my feet.
The bulge provided little difficulty, but as I hitched up the
trailing etrier the string wound itself round my thigh. An awkward
move rightwards brought me in sight of Brian, and a glance left
wards the realisation that I had forgotten the last carabiner. No
time for arguments; the move had to be reversed and the carabiner
retrieved.
The stance is very small, in fact it is only two adequate resting
places for the feet, and so I was ordered to sort out my gear before
taking possession. Carabiners were clipped onto everything, one
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etrier swung docilely from my waist, but the other was wound round
my thigh, and somewhere I had stepped through one of the rungs.
A sticky sweet consoled loss of dignity, and when it was time to
move again my pockets bulged with etriers as a result of a quiet vow.
Although the groove is steep it has a good crack for the fingers and
small incut holds which were more trustworthy for my feet. The
route became progressively easier, and in short time we had returned
to the hut eager to quench burning thirsts. Brian drank soup and
strode quickly down the path to the valley; I quaffed a demi-litre
of wine and tottered in his wake.
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PLUS CA CHANGE ....
Evelyn Leech
TTHE Editor has asked me to reminisce about the Hut, and perhaps
to say something about its present.
The old find it fatally easy to reminisce—they are not usually
invited by other people to do so; what other people have to do i?
stop them!
When some new members asked me how the Hut started, I said
"Well, three of us on our way to Lockwood's, were sitting on a log
eating sandwiches and discussing what Dr. Corbett had said the day
before when I sounded her about having a Club Hut. She had
welcomed the idea, rather to my surprise, for I was a new member
and had not then pierced her disguise.
For years I had been privileged to eat many a wet-day lunch
amongst the rat-traps (complete with rats) of the old Helyg; and
had heard the voices of the members in the loft above my head
demanding the loan of each other's socks, trousers, boots or food—
shaving in one corner, cooking in another. While not fond of rats,
alive or dead, I was convinced that here was an infinitely richer
Club life than could be achieved in the refined atmosphere of the
Hotel Meet; and so apparently did Dr. Corbett, our then President,
and the Wells sisters and Mrs. Eden-Smith were also enthusiastic
from the start. As I lived in the Lledr valley, it was suggested that
I might find a suitable cottage.
So Susan Harper, Marjorie Heys-Jones and I sat on our log in
a gentle drizzle, wondering where I could find a cheap empty cottage
that no-one else wanted; I raised my eyes from my damp sandwich
and saw one just across the stream.
Straightway we enquired within. After a couple of months of
gentle persuasion the distant heads of the Power Station became
quite fatherly. For a few more months the men on the spot worked
with great good will to provide us with electric light, a cement floor,
forms for our downsitting and bunks for our sleeping.
We were ready on 5th November, 1932 for our glorious opening
ceremony.
We were the first women's Club to have a hut, so there were
august guests from Kindred Clubs, all bearing gifts. There was
46
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richest Christmas cake baked by the Wells sisters, and a washstand
basin of fruit salad made by Dr. Corbett's house-keeper. Younger
members of the Climbers' Club let off fireworks! We sang a home
made song, composed by me and sung unaccompanied by a small
choir who had never seen it before. One bit I do remember:
"Heaven for a bob a day"—that shows the rise in the cost of
living! I believe dinner worked out at a shilling a head, too, with
boiling fowls and thick cream from the farm. Those were the days
—they really were, you know!
I am certain we all enjoyed the Hut more then than most mem
bers do nowadays, simply because it was too newly acquired to be
ever taken for granted. Besides, so many of us had a hand in it, and
it was very necessary to try to do as many of the jobs as possible
ourselves, for there was not much money to spend. I remember
Daloni, Penelope and I attempting to build the Elsan walls. We
sweated and hauled and did our best, and finally left word at the
Power Station that the walls were ready for them to add the roof
and door. When we returned the next weekend roof and door were
in place, but we could not recognise our walls: they had lost their
character, but how they had gained in precision and stability!
Speaking of our walls, the men with difficulty forebore to smile.
However there were lots of other jobs which we managed quite well,
and some were done free by husbands, boy friends, or anyone we
could press-gang into the service of the Hut.
At first we fetched all our water from the stream; later my
intended put in a water-supply.
At first we dried all wet clothing over the fire. Later some
friends from the Rucksack Club came for a weekend with a bogeystove in their rucksack, and installed it while a Pinnacle wife and I
wrestled with the lino, maddened by the discovery that no wall of
our Hut ran straight.
I enrolled myself for evening classes in carpentry in order to
make a clothes rack, and disenrolled myself as soon as it was made,
for I had other work to do—all sorts of improvements, and I admit
there was room for them, until we attained the near-luxury we enjoy
today, with our foam mattresses, Calor cooker and Courtier stove.
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With a Hut I had hoped we would get to know each other. We
did. Almost too well!
"Why did anyone ever let her join?"
"Well, we didn't notice her in hotels."
With a Hut I had hoped the standard and amount of climbing
would improve. It did. When present tigers turn back the pages
of the Log Book the routes of those 1930's may seem a dull lot, but
"dull" was the last thing we found them. Besides, we were so
imbued with the idea that we must paddle our own canoe, that
avoiding rescue by men was a triumph in itself! We did not, I am
thankful to remember feel or behave with anything less than
generosity on the few occasions when white-faced male tyros asked
us to rescue them. It was just one more treat. Could we do it?
We could. Having done it we felt we were Compleat Mountaineers
in the same way that a wife I once knew said she felt she would only
be a complete woman when she had made her husband a pair of
pyjamas.
Ours were very little rescues—young men akin to stranded
sheep on ledges; as fearful, as obstinate, but much sweeter-smelling!
We were finding our way and thrilled to the marrow by the
routes on Lliwedd, Crib Goch and Crib y Ddysgl. Cloggy's day had
not yet dawned, and the Three Cliffs were just bits of scenery. We
only had a few good leaders on those early Hut Meets, which did put
the brake on the good climbers going off together to pocket a clever
route, for there were too many waiting mutely (or not so mutely) to
be led. However we builded better than we knew, for later, much
later, there was often difficulty in getting followers who were not full
members!
This year I spent most of October at the Hut, and when alone I
thought often about the people who had enjoyed it and helped it
along. When I was not alone I found that things had not changed
so much after all: in scope, yes, but in essence, no.
Young members blew in and out on their way to this and that
—it was really the this and the that which had changed.
One of the returned Jagdula Expedition said with quiet satis
faction "I do love this place." And I was happy, for without that
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Club Huts perish, or become like Youth Hostels. I remember how
shocked I felt when I heard that a visiting Architect's comment had
been merely "Not a good example of a Welsh farmhouse." Of
course, poor chap, he was only an Architect!
So, the Hut is much the same, and there are members still who
love it. Hut Secretaries have come and gone, but, though they look
different, are different, they have, fortunately for us, the same
devotion to their charge.
The standard of climbing done from the Hut has changed in
deed, yet I imagine that the feeling of today's tigers leading
Cenotaph Corner, Spectre or Ivy Sepulchre are much the same in
quality as those of yesterday's tigers leading Great Gully, Terrace
Wall, Longland's or Javelin.
So, after all, and thirty years on—
"plus c'est la meme chose."

•V ."
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SOME PINNACLE LEADS
Cenotaph Corner
Jo Scarr
/"^ENOTAPH Corner. 120 feet. Exceptionally severe. The corner
^ is climbed direct except for a slight diversion onto the left wall
at 50 feet. Above the scoop a piton (in place) protects the last few
feet. A ferocious piece of work demanding exceptional strength and
skill. First ascent 24 August 1952. J. Brown.
That's what the guide book said, but guide books always put me
off, so I only read them when absolutely necessary. With Cenotaph
there was no need, for it is a beautifully direct line with no alterna
tives.
Until Joe Brown's first ascent in 1952 it had generally been
considered unclimbable, but by 1960 Cenotaph had become a fairly
well-trodden route, although not quite an ' easy day for a lady' . . .
Two or three girls had been taken up it, when in May, 1960 I did it
with Ron James, who was just 'practising' before guiding clients
up. I was very nervous, but did not find it as strenuous as I expec
ted, for there were several good resting places, and some lovely
jug-holds.
Then and there it became my ambition to lead it. If I was fit
enough and the rock was dry I felt I could do it, although it would
have to be by technique, not strength, for I cannot do a single
pull-up. The opportunity came in June, 1961. Then for several
weeks the weather had been perfect, and I had done a lot of climb
ing, including other Exceptionally Severes such as Vember and
Cemetery Gates, (seconding). With Cenotaph in mind, I had
developed a new technique for weak-armed climbers on strenuous
routes, its essentials being to plan the route in advance in short
sections of 10 to 15 ft., climb each fairly fast, and then rest. I found
myself 'resting' in the most unlikely positions, but it did seem to
work.
I was still instructing at Plas y Brenin, so most of my climbing
was restricted to the evenings. After an easy day on Idwal slabs we
set off at 6 p.m. for Cenotaph. Tony Smythe had offered to second
Jo Scarr at about 45 feet on Cenotaph Corner.
Photo: Tony Smythe
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me, and his light-hearted optimism was a great help. "No one's
been killed on it yet," he happily informed me, as I started bridging
slowly upwards, and he took photos.
You can put heaps of runners on,'' I had been told, but after
70 ft. between me and the ground there were only two thin slings
round jammed pebbles. For about ten minutes I messed around
on a slightly awkward move below the scoop, then with a sigh of
relief reached Geoff's boulder, a large chockstone Geoff Sutton
dropped into the crack from above. With a good runner on that I
felt much happier; so did the audience below.
Getting onto the scoop is probably the most difficult move of
the climb; there are various ways of doing it, but by any method
there are no real handholds and only the minutest of footholds. On
the sloping scoop one can sit and have a good rest, attached to the
piton above. Then another 15 feet or so of steep bridging, and one
reaches the good finishing holds. Remembering that Don Roscoe
fell off there, I didn't relax till I actually reached the grassy ledge,
and the lovely firm belay tree. I had taken 1^ hours on the 120 ft.
pitch, Tony came up in ten minutes.

Spectre
Denise Evans
a perfect summer morning in 1961 I drove our German girl
up to Pen y Pass: it was her day off and she wanted to do the
Horseshoe. The sky was a pale powder blue and the hills looked
hazy in the distance. The Llanberis cliffs were bone dry, and there
was no-one about, for it was mid-week. Before rushing back to
Bangor there would just be time to try those* first few moves on
Spectre. A stolen ten minutes, hardly more. Since the birth of my
son it had taken me many months to get back to leading. For a long
time I was not only both heavier and weaker but I also had to over
come a mental barrier. Now however, as I raced up the screes I
experienced that wonderful feeling of returning fitness, and with it
the urge to lead something technically satisfying. Spectre, I knew,
was all that and more, for I had climbed it as a second two or three
times and found it very strenuous. The first move is awkward and
gives an indication of how one will manage on the rest of the climb.
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I thrust my right hand into the crack, jamming with the ball of the
thumb, and stepped off the ground onto a small left foothold. There
is a tendency to swing outwards, but today I hardly felt it, and as I
moved up I realized that I was fit to lead it. I traversed out of the
crack and across a slab on the left to a grassy corner, and then ran
down the screes to the car, my heart thumping with excitement.
For a week or two however there was no opportunity because
of rain. Then Charles went away with the car and I was left in
Bangor with no transport and no second; so I rang up Plas y Brenin
and asked Don Roscoe if he would come with me. He agreed, which
was very good of him, as we had not climbed together before. He
was only free in the evenings, after 5-30 p.m. I borrowed an
ancient black and green Austin, upholstered in leather and smelling
strongly of petrol. It took me a little time to get used to the gears,
but the most notable mechanical peculiarity was the indicator
system, which contained heavy weights. These made an incessant
rumbling noise as they rattled about in the doorposts. For some
reason, as soon as one indicator went back the other flew out, to the
consternation of other road users. I was so preoccupied that I
hardly had time to think of Spectre until I saw Don, outside Plas y
Brenin.
It was a warm, sunny evening and the Grochan was flooded
with a yellow light that gave the rock a less forbidding appearance.
As we put on our "P.A.s" and roped up on 150 feet of "extra
full" I began to feel apprehensive, but fear vanished with action
and after the first pitch I began to enjoy myself. The second pitch
starts with a pleasing corner crack which offers a series of excellent
jams for the hands and good bridging for the feet on the side walls.
No tremor in the calf muscles as I bridged upwards: a good sign.
A comforting thread belay preceded a rather awkward bulge, and
soon I was mantelshelving onto the small ledge below the overhang.
I clipped in to the peg a few feet higher and had a rest. The over
hang can be climbed to the left or to the right: I chose the easier
right-hand route, which needs a straight pull-up with the right hand
to reach a flat ledge slightly above one's head. When I got my right
foot onto the ledge I was reminded of a similar move on Sheaf. As
I climbed up the last thirty feet of the pitch over sloping, pock
marked rock, there was a considerable drag on the rope, because of
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the peg below the overhang. I belayed to a large flake at the bottom
of the third pitch.
This was the pitch of which I had been afraid, for it is the most
strenuous, and consists of an awkwardly overhanging crack in which,
at about eight feet, there is a narrow slot which will just admit the
body. The best way to enter the slot is to lay-back on its left edge,
which gives a poor hold, and to work one's feet up to the floor of the
slot. Don said a runner could be engineered to protect the obnoxious
lay-back, but I was not pleased with the result of my engineering
and after a half-hearted attempt I came down for a rest. I was glad
that I had not used up all my energy on the second pitch, for here a
big effort was obviously needed. I was glad to have with me a second
as encouraging and patient as Don. Deciding not to bother with
the runner I gathered my strength for an all-out attempt on the layback. I worked my right foot up inch by inch, gave a determined
heave round to the right and found myself standing up in the slot.
It was constricted and the floor was sloping, but there was now time
to rest; I found a good runner at the back. To get out of the slot
and up the remaining section of crack was much easier for the crack
narrowed again to give good jamming and here small footholds
could be found on the wall to the left. Tired but elated, I belayed
at the start of the last pitch. The route traverses the steep face to
the left of Nea and follows an exposed but relatively easy line to the
top. After the strenuousness of the pitch below I was able to relax
and enjoy each move.

Ivy Sepulchre
Janet Rogers
TT was with relief and a great sense of achievement, combined with
satisfaction at having forced myself more than usual, that I
flopped down onto the Bilberry Terrace. These feelings were aug
mented by a pleasant self-satisfaction at the sight of the unhappy
young man, trying out his new P.A.'s, whom I had followed up the
climb.
On this particular October weekend we were camping at Ynys
Ettws, as Nigel was attending the C.C. dinner and the morning after
Janet Rogers in Ivy Sepulchre.

Photo: Nigel Rogers
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the dinner was gloomy, damp, grey, quite uninspiring, typical of the
Pass.
We stopped for a while at the foot of Cenotaph Corner: a few
attempts were made, none successful: the dankness was seeping into
me, I was becoming depressed and irritable, unwilling to squat
damply and watch any longer. Inaction, though unsatisfying,
comes far more easily to me than action, and it was with a great
effort that I summoned up the appearance of enthusiasm and
doggedness—qualities, which I am sure typify Pinnaclers to the out
side world, and which I am rarely able to rouse—and swept Nigel
away to Ivy Sepulchre. Unfortunately it was already occupied: a
young man in velvet riding hat and a rather disreputable dinner
jacket was on the crux, and was happily ignorant that his second
was carefully putting on his new P.A.'s, at the stance. This was
unfortunate firstly, because my enthusiasm was not built on firm
enough foundations to survive watching many other people attempt
the climb first, and secondly, because the bizarre attire of the leader,
and the second, careless of his leader's safety, did not fit in with my
rather awed approach to the climb.
Waiting at the foot of the corner, I gradually convinced myself
that it was going to rain. Climbers who confess, with great humilia
tion, to having once wished for bad weather, usually in their youth,
when the climb was obviously far above their standard, or their
partner quite unsuitable, or for some other highly acceptable reason,
always disturb me. Whatever my feelings at the end of a day, I
nearly always start a day—particularly in the Alps, though often in
England, if a hard climb is in the offing, by lying awake, listening
for rain. This is due, I think, partly to laziness, but also to a natural
desire to release nervous tension.
Time spent at the bottom of a climb always seems infinitely
long: I had never led anything of this standard before and was
trying to get rid of my fright: the couple in front of us did not
raise my confidence at all—I convinced myself that I had felt rain,
but in fact it was all too obvious that the weather was brightening.
"Better let him get to the top," I said, hoping that some
heaven-sent catastrophe would occur in the next few minutes.
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Mingled with my fear by this time, however, was a feeling of ex
hilaration, of being sure that I could lead it, if only I could summon
the nervous energy.
As soon as I left the ground I remembered how steep it was.
The holds for the first few feet are small and well spaced, before one
reaches the comforting, but awkward crack below the niche. The
niche itself seems much less reassuring when there is no rope above,
but once I had clipped into the peg my morale bounded up: a wellprotected crux can be savoured; with sixty feet of rope hanging
below the feeling must be quite different.
Cramped though the niche was, an effort was needed to leave it
and bridge out onto the right-hand wall. The wall is steep and the
footholds on it are tiny: once one leaves the peg there are rather
unsatisfactory hand-jams in the crack above. This time, however,
I was delighted to see another peg about five feet above the first one.
This was quite unexpected, and very welcome. Perhaps a purist
would have ignored it, but my immediate response to a piton is to
clip in however near it is to the one below.
The climb eases off considerably after the crux: all I can re
member is pleasant, exposed bridging on good holds, and a battle
with a small tree before I landed on the Bilberry Terrace. The
tension had suddenly subsided when I saw the second peg: I felt
satisfied, relaxed and at ease with my surroundings.
The Bilberry Terrace is one of the pleasantest places I know
on which to finish a climb—particularly in summer when there
are enormous quantities of fruit. It has an air of being not very
much used, only a few quite hard climbs finish on it, and a traverse
crosses it. There is only one easy way off, and one can lie back in
the long grass and bushes and eat bilberries and be quite cut off
from the outside world.
While I was taking in the rope, the rain started and by the time
we were both at the top of the cliff a steady downpour had set in.
Hopefully as I had awaited it some 200 ft. lower down, I was very
satisfied that it should have held back until now. About two years
previously I had led the true finish to the climb, graded V. Diff.;
and had found it a considerably greater effort than the lower part.
The sight of the party ahead, struggling with the strenuous crack in
increasingly heavy rain speeded us cheerfully on our way up the
easy exit.
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Unicorn
Sylvia Yates
T HADN'T intended to climb it at all. We happened to be passing
by Carreg Wastad, and as I turned to look back at the cliff with
its features picked out in the October sunshine I remembered a friend
in unsuccessful assault on the first greasy ledges on a wet day. Now
the rock was dry and inviting. I thought I could get up the first
pitch. After that—well, I had heard some discussion; one of the
pegs had been removed from the second pitch and there were con
flicting opinions about its difficulty. Perhaps I might have a shot at
it sometime.
Assured by Anne of a willing second and that there was no time
like the present, I thought I would at least go and have a look at the
second pitch (from the bottom, for this was to be strictly a reconnaisance). As I was rather reluctantly tying up my P.A.'s at the
foot of the climb three young men arrived and, ignoring us, sped up
the first pitch without a rope. Cheered by this exhibition I followed
more cautiously in their wake, zigzagging up the ledges to land on
the shelf at the top. Here was a squash, not too surprisingly as it is
a belay point for three other climbs: there was the third man of the
party ahead—now engaged on the Direct, a nasty-looking overhung
crack, there was a pair making rather a half-hearted attempt on Lion
which they later abandoned, and a man and a girl waiting their turn
on the second pitch of Unicorn. They kindly tied me to the belay,
a tree which was several bodies away, so that I could bring Anne
up. They also told me that the missing peg had been replaced, so
now there was no excuse for backing out.
We had to wait quite a long time to start, and I spent this time
noting the contortions that were going to be required of me later.
There was a couple of delicate steps up to a groove with a peg at the
back of it. A snaplink clipped to this served as a right handhold
while I reached high on the left wall to the second peg and clipped
another snaplink in there. Then followed a bit or rope manoeuvreing,
clipping it to the second peg and getting it out of the first. Then, a
heave on the snaplink, a hand jammed in a crack higher on the right
and jugs were in reach. I was scrambling up to a belay in the trees
almost before I had decided to make the move.
However, I had not given enough thought to my second's wel
fare. Anne, without footholds, was having a trying struggle
58
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removing snaplinks which were needed as handholds and with the
added complication of extracting a tight rope from the upper one.
There was much muttering and heavy breathing from below until at
last a pair of scraped knuckles appeared and she came up over the
edge into the trees where the groove widened.
Here we had to leave the groove, traverse across the wall on the
right and then go straight up to the top. I was about halfway across
the traverse, engineering a thread runner round a doubtful downward
pointing spike, when a figure appeared over the skyline and pro
ceeded up the second half of my pitch. He had started off on some
other climb, but had missed the route and decided to finish up this
way. When I got tired of waiting on one toe I continued the traverse
and climbed up behind him, trying not to get tangled in his ropes,
and hoping he would not jump off on top of me.
It was starting to get dark by this time so at the top we did not
waste time in polite discussion over the precedence of seconds. They
both came up together in an inevitable catscradle of rope. What
matter, we had done the climb and it had been as enjoyable as it
had been unexpected.

Kirkus's Route, Cwm Silyn
Pat Wood
T REMEMBER the day rather than the climb; the details of pitches
are adequately described in J. Neil's An Interim Guide, Cwm
Silyn and Tremadoc.
There were four of us: Annis, Dennis, Mollie Agnew and I.
Leaving the cars at Tal y Mignedd farm, we walked up over rough
ground to the col below Craig Fawr, where there are two marshy
lakelets with cotton-grass growing. It was a warm sunny day and
the whole arc of cliffs, almost a mile in length, could be seen
flanking the Cwm. After making our way up bilberry-covered slopes
to the foot of Craig-yr-Ogof, we came to the Great Slab. It towered
above us looking very impressive—a 400 foot sheet of rock sweeping
up the whole height of the cliff. It looked steep and unclimbable.
The climb was described in the guidebook as being 'exposed
and sensational—a very fine route. The stances and holds are small
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but adequate and the rock is clean and sound.' I rather liked the
grading—'amiable V.S. standard.' Morale was good; Dennis was
leading the first rope and I had a pair of P.A.s in my sack.
The Slab is bounded on the right by a groove which, even after
a spell of dry weather, usually has some water trickling down and
across the face. Fortunately we had chosen a day when this was
minimal, and scarcely affected the route. The line taken is roughly,
with a few meanderings, straight up the face on the right of the Slab.
For this reason it is sometimes called Right-Hand Route.
We started at a point some fifteen feet from the corner of the
slab and worked our way diagonally left until a slanting crack to
the right was reached. Here we broke the pitch and led through,
following the crack at first then out onto the face and across to a
sentry box. I decided that my P.A.s were a good investment for, no
matter how small the footholds, they felt wonderfully secure. I
have a vivid memory of facing in to the cliff on tiny toeholds. Yet
all the footholds and handholds were there without too much
searching and it was wonderful rock to climb on.
The cliff is broken by three ledges and our route crossed the two
upper ones. Annis climbed up above the sentry box to the middle
ledge and I remember when I followed being glad that she had led
the pitch. I think we were both more concerned when seconding
than actually leading, for it was only when facing out from the cliff
paying the rope out that we became fully aware of the exposed
situation. It was perhaps for this reason and not lack of confidence
in the leader that Annis had a rather anxious look as I debated, midpitch, what line to take to the top ledge! ,. We had been far too
intent on our own climbing to notice the exact route taken by the
first rope.
Perhaps the worst part was the loose vegetation towards the top
of the climb. We could have taken an easy line up a grassy staircase
but Dennis preferred to adhere to the true route and traversed right
and up the steep rock, then tackled the top crack. Annis and I fol
lowed, but since the crack was posing some sort of problem we did
not stop to solve it, instead we emerged by way of an easier traverse
left. Sitting on a gentle grassy slope at the top of the climb we
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appreciated the splendid view of the Cwm with its lakes and impres
sive cliffs. To round off the day Dennis nobly retrieved our sacks
from the foot of the climb so that we could walk back over the tops.
Kirkus's Route, Cwm Silyn is a climb which I enjoyed as much
as any other I have done and one which I should very much like to
repeat. Perhaps there will be another warm sunny day when the
Great Slab looks dry and inviting.

Sabre Cut
Anne Littlejohn
TT was the weekend before Christmas 1957. Eileen and I, each
with a novice in tow, had made a daring ascent of Flying Buttress
and were now skirting the foot of Dinas Cromlech en route for
greater things, in the shape of Parchment Passage. Suddenly an
idea seemed to occur to Eileen. She stopped dead, turned to survey
her motley band of followers, and remarked gravely, "It may mean
wasting the rest of the day, but what about looking at Sabre Cut ?
. . . They say it's only because of the rotten rock on the first pitch
that it's a V.S." she added encouragingly.
Having accompanied Eileen up several severes during our brief
acquaintanceship (we had met in the Dolomites that summer) I was
all enthusiasm for this, my first V.S. I do not recollect that the
opinions of the novices were very accurately ascertained, but they
did not appear to be actually opposed to the idea. Since by an odd
coincidence we happened to be standing at the foot of Sabre Cut at
the time there was no need for further discussion.
Eileen of course led the first rope. About twenty feet up, in a
rocky corner, she paused, considered the situation, and then stepped
delicately on to a nose of rock, which appeared from below to be
well out of reach and quite devoid of holds. A few minutes later,
the second was bidden to "come on." I do not think that she
actually lost contact with the rock during her negotiation of the nose,
but the time required and the technique employed caused a con
siderable lowering of body temperature and morale in at least one
of the spectators.
Eventually she joined Eileen and there was no excuse for further
delay. I scrambled up to the corner and viewed the nose with a
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sinking heart. On a summer afternoon with the sound of merry
laughter floating down from the XS's, the crux of Sabre Cut may
not seem unduly hard, but in the middle of December to the accom
paniment of chattering teeth, it is, at first sight, a little daunting.
However, as Eileen had glided round it without the benefit of a sixfooter's reach, I concluded that there must be something to balance
oneself with while making the step—and of course there is, if one
works it out calmly. I don't know about the calmly, but I must
have worked it out, for a few minutes later I found myself on the
wall above picking my way with elaborate caution among the suspect
handholds.
Eileen and her second had scrambled up the easy middle pitch
and were now ensconced at the foot of the final crack. T lashed
myself to a couple of trees and made encouraging noises to my
second. Twenty feet or so of rope came in smoothly and then it
stopped. I was not surprised—that nose would give pause to the
most dauntless novice. But time passed and no more rope came in.
I tightened it encouragingly—still no progress. At last came the
dreaded, "I can't do this—I'll have to go down."
I communicated my problem to Eileen. "Don't worry," she
said, "Tell her to go down and unrope and then you can tie on to
us." That was all very well in theory, but, not being fond of rotten
rock, I had left a runner on the wall above the crux, which per
versely refused to come off when I pulled up the rope, and a good
time was had by all while I freed enough rope for Eileen's second to
give me a top rope to go down to retrieve it.
Eventually the runner and I were reunited and the rope dis
entangled from the trees. I sat down glumly at the first stance
while Eileen led the final crack—a splendid steep pitch that made
my mouth water. She must have felt my envious eyes boring into
the soles of her boots, for on reaching the top, she called down,
"If * * * doesn't mind, perhaps she could second you, too."
Whether the luckless novice minded or not, she was too cold and too
demoralised to voice any objections, and I was scrambling up to the
foot of the crack before you could say "carabiner."
It could not be denied that the glory was somewhat dimmed by
the fact that the rope between Eileen and the novice was dangling
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in front of my nose all the way; but worse was to come. Almost
within reach of the top, I got one boot jammed (I did not aspire to
P.A.s in those days) and in extricating it, I placed myself in what
seemed to be an awkward position for making the next move. I
hesitated. Eileen leant over to see what was happening. "Why
don't you tie on to my rope?" she said sympathetically. "Just in
case," and I blush to admit that I did. The move was not particur
larly difficult after all and I climbed the last few feet in a cloud of
ignominy.
"Easiest V.S. I've ever done," said Eileen with a sniff. The
cloud thickened. "That crack is only a good severe." My eclipse
was complete.
What the novice's estimate of the technical difficulty was, I
never found out, but I remember that it required our united efforts
to haul the cramped and shivering body to the top.
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IN MEMORIAM
Dr. MABEL M. BARKER, 1933—1961
. Mabel M. Barker, Litt.D., B.Sc., who died in September,
1961 at the age of 75, was an honorary member of the Pinnacle
Club, which she first joined in 1933. Her love of mountains began
at an early age for, as she told in a charming article contributed
to the Journal thirty years ago, as a small child her heart "yearned
for Skiddaw," seen in the distance from her home in Silloth. Her
first sight of the fells at close quarters was during a drive in a dog-cart
when she was seven, and, as she said, this was a poignant moment
which became part of her life. In her early 'teens she acquired a
bicycle and rode up to Bassenthwaite village, thought out and took
a route up the long ridge by Ullock Pike and Carl Side and stood at
last on the summit of Skiddaw "in an ecstasy of joyful emotion."
This lonely climb was the forerunner of many others during which
she saw few people and no rock climbers. She had heard of such
people but to her they were "as the gods."
Dr. Barker learned her rock climbing somewhat late—she was
27 when she first climbed on the rope—but became a superb climber.
She was the first woman to climb Central Buttress (Scafell) and to
traverse the main ridge of the Cuillin, making the long round with
Claude Frankland in 1926.
But Mabel Barker was more than a first-rate climber and de
voted lover of mountains; her wide knowledge and varied experience
made her an inspiring and delightful companion. Her doctorate of
literature was given for a French thesis on education; she gained a
diploma in geography at Oxford and her B.Sc. at London Univer
sity, where she studied geology. She assisted Sir Patrick Geddes at
Edinburgh University and Montpellier University (France); helped
the Quakers in their work for refugees in Holland during the first
world war; held teaching and lecturing appointments and later con
ducted her own private school in Caldbeck.
The writer counts it a great privilege to have learned much of
her climbing with such an expert as Mabel Barker. For some years
we camped and climbed together in Wales, the Lake District and
Skye, having unforgettable days on the new rock-face climbs and
in the classic cracks and chimneys. Even when in old boots with
nails missing Mabel was faultless and had delicate and perfect
64
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balance. It was delightful to rest on a sunlit summit whilst she
talked of the structure and history of the different rocks we were
climbing or of matters of archaeological interest in the locality.
Her many friends included the Mallory family and, as all
climbers know, Mallory and Irvine were lost on Everest, a later
party finding Mallory's ice-axe not far from the summit. This iceaxe came into Mabel's possession and she later gave it to me.
Needless to say it is my most highly-prized treasure.
Mabel Barker's later years were spent quietly at Friar Row,
Caldbeck, where her many friends of the good old climbing days
were always sure of a warm welcome.

NANCY CARPENTER.

MARIE GRUTTER 1938—1960
A LOVER of mountains and a lover of people, a person of great
talent, a wizard with children, and the best imaginable liaison
officer during our Alpine Meet in 1949. Bad-tempered Germanspeaking professors or awkward guides were interpreted for us with
unfailing fluency and tact.
Her life was short, but in it she accomplished, gave, and en
joyed far more than many could claim for threescore and ten:
Honours School of English (Class 1) Oxford.
1935
1935—1936 Attended University of Berne, Switzerland.
Publishers reader, Messrs. Chapman & Hall.
1936
1937—1941 English Mistress, Wycombe Abbey.
1938—1941 Experimental Adult Education work with prisoners at
His Majesty's Borstal Institution, Aylesbury.
Offered a research fellowship at Bryn Mawr College,
1940
U.S.A. (Not taken up on account of war).
1941—1946 Auxilliary Territorial Service, leaving with the rank of
Senior Commander (Major). Her activities during
this period include: —
Staff Officer Education, Headquarters Southern Com
mand and Scottish Command.
Senior English Instructor, Army School of Education,
Guerden Hall.
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Staff Officer Education, Headquarters, Rhine Army.
Head of English Department, College of Rhine Army.
1946—1948

Senior Lecturer (English), Homerton College, Cam
bridge. Member of Committee on Internationa]
Relations, British Federation of University Women.
Lectured for the Foreign Office to German Adult
Groups.

1948

Adult Education Specialist for Land SchleswigHolstein, Allied High Commission for Germany.

1949

Delegate at UNESCO International Conference on
Adult Education, Elsinore, Denmark.

1950

Deputy Head, Cultural Relations Group, Land
Schleswig-Holstein and Adult Education Specialist.
Lectured in English Department, Kiel University.

1951

Resident Tutor, Burton Manor Adult College.

19^3

Extra-Mural Tutor in English, Birmingham Univer
sity.

I never knew a greater enjoyer of life and of the world of
mountains, sea and snow—mountains in summer and in winter, and
the sea: and the people who climbed and sailed, swam and skied,
and the people who failed to do these things—all were included in
her warm interest.
She was not often able to join the Club, but she had it very
much in mind and had a real affection for the Hut, sometimes
bringing some student who longed to climb, or some teenager in need
of elevation.
I remember a letter of hers written to me from Germany when
she was divorced from the mountains, 'though not from sailing'—
that letter breathed thanksgiving for the mountains of the past, and
gay hope for the mountains of the future.
Her future was short-lived, but it was very good.
EVELYN LEECH.
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PENELOPE POULTON (SETH-HUGHES), 1932—1962
•""P HE early years of the Pinnacle Club Hut are laced with memories
of Penelope and Daloni, and whether we met there for chores
or for climbs, or only talked and knitted by the fire because of tor
rential rain, it was always fun. Someone in the Club once said
quite enviously "Wherever Lowe and the Seths go they have fun."
Penelope carried hers with her. When I saw her a short time before
her death we spent a lot of our time together in gentle amusement
over the ironies of her last summer holiday in Wales, although she
well knew it was her last.
Her cheerful courage in this disaster was the same as it had
always been in those lesser disasters sometimes encountered on the
mountains of our youth: she was the perfect companion for
camps and mountain adventures, and especially for those days when
things go wrong. She did not consider herself a strong leader.
Several of us considered her a perfect second.
One summer she and I decided we were wasting some very good
weather: we could fit in short early morning climbs before our work
began. That June we constantly met at Ogwen, she from Bangor
and I from Deganwy; we trotted up to the Slabs and did one of the
routes we did not know, until all were done. I remember the annoy
ing way the coffee thermos bumped on my back, but I also remember
the beauty of breakfast on top, with the breath of morning around
us and the view below.
She gave herself to her marriage and her children in the whole
hearted way she had given herself to home, music, mountains, the
Pinnacle Club and, during the war, to the A.T.S. She left the army
a few weeks short of attaining her majority, when the baby Miranda
gave her just cause to retreat into family life.
Since that very busy life was situated in Kent, the Club seldom
saw her, but her feeling for it and for the Hut remained strong, and
she enjoyed a family party there every summer with her sisters and
their children.
After 1939 the Club enjoyed no more of those delicious afterthe-dinner entertainments from the "Seth Sisters," with Penelope
as the Pinnacle Char, man's tweed cap worn back to front, mop at
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the ready and lovely singing voice deliberately hoarse and out of
tune—Penelope as Gracie Fields singing—
"There's a motto on the wall
Saying, Leaders mustn't fall."
Although there were no more of those delights, and although
after 1939 Penelope could no longer get to Meets, those of us who
were privileged to know her can still remember—in fact we can
never forget.
EVELYN LEECH.
Dr. MILLICENT TAYLOR, 1923—1960
FAR. Taylor commenced climbing and joined the Pinnacle Club
in 1923, when she was already around 50 years of age, and
those of us who knew her before the war will remember her as a
small, sturdy person, with a mop of white hair, who was game for
anything. Up to the outbreak of war she came to meets from time
to time, at the hut and elsewhere, and she was a member of the party
which went to the Tatra in 1935. Although very much senior to the
rest of the party Dr. Taylor never once held us back, and on one
occasion she bore uncomplainingly a nightmare stumble over
boulders in pitch darkness which must have left her black and blue
from many falls. Immediately after the war she paid a visit to New
Zealand, where she made a trip to the mountains and ascended one
of the great glaciers.
Dr. Taylor had been for many years a lecturer at Bristol Uni
versity. She officially retired in 1939, but went back to work there
during the war, and in fact retained her lab. in which she used to
potter happily around, right up to the time of her last short illness.
She died on December 23rd, 1960.
A.W.
HARRIETT TURNER, 1921—1962
TTARRIETT Turner was a founder member of the Club. It was
through her friendship with Mrs. Kelly that she first became
interested.
In the early days meets were regularly held in Gritstone districts
and these gave Turner the opportunity and practice to become a
first-rate climber. She was short in stature, but made up for her
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lack of reach with her excellent technique—she was specially good
where delicacy and balance were needed.
She gave excellent service to the Club; she was Treasurer for
some years and afterwards Auditor, and was always willing to help
the Secretary by taking shorthand notes during meetings.
She was broad and generous in her outlook, never critical of
other people, and she never spared herself in doing whatever came
to her hand. She will especially be remembered because of her
valuable help in the Hut whenever she happened to be there. She
would work quietly in the background in order to contribute to the
comfort of others.
It was typical of her generous nature that when the Fell and
Rock Club felt its numbers growing too large, she resigned in order
to make way for a younger person.
It is people like Turner who have helped to build up our Club
and we all owe her a great debt of gratitude for her fine work.

T. WELLS.
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MARRIAGES
Bridget Keatinge—lan Andrews, C.C.

......

......

......

1961

Ada Moss—Derek Shaw
......
......
Freda Wilkinson—John Bean
......
Janet Cox—Nigel Rogers, A.C., C.C.

......
......
......

......
......
......

......
......
......

1961
1961
1962

Dewey ......

......

......

1962

......

......

1962

To Annis Flew, a daughter, Harriet, born

......

......

1961

To Berlha Rostron, a daughter, Philippa ......
To Denise Wilson, a daughter, Fiona Jane

......
......

......
......

1961
1961

To
To
To
To
To
To

......
......
......
......
......
......

......
......
......
......
......
......

1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962

Frances Blackhurst—
Mollie Taplin—John Porter ......

......

......

BIRTHS

Mollie Agnew, a son, George ......
Bridget Andrews, a son, Simon John
Eileen Healey, a son, John Robert
Sheila Hennebry, a daughter, Anne
Rie Herbert, a daughter, Nicola Joan
Ada Shaw, a son, Timothy
......
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CLIMBING WITH JOSEPH GEORGES. By Dorothy E. Thomp
son. Titus Wilson & Son Ltd., Kendal. 25/-.
Mountaineers of all ages, sorts and degrees should be grateful
to the late Dorothy E. Thompson for this distinguished book by a
truly great climber, who made several notable first ascents for a
woman in the Alps in company with the celebrated guide Joseph
Georges. We can only regret that she was not able to publish this
book during her life-time. However, a devoted band of friends
helped to make the publication possible this year, assisted by the
always interested and sympathetic Titus Wilson of Kendal who
printed it.
In these days, when so many climbing books appear, it is indeed
a joy to read one so worth while—so stirring in its stories of high
Alpine adventure that one cannot easily lay it down until it is
finished; and so rare in its study, graceful, subtle and comprehending
of a famous and lovable guide.
Equally important is the character, personality and charm of
the author who, I feel sure unrecognised by D.E.T. herself, emerges
gradually but certainly as the heroine of her own stories.
Dorothy Thompson belongs, in Women's climbing history, to
the era of the early post first world war years and up to the years
close to the outbreak of the second war. In this time so many famous
names appear—too many to give them all, alas but to mention a
few, "Pilley," who introduced Dorothy Thompson to Joseph
Georges and gave her so much encouragement, a little later on Nea
Morin and her sister-in-law Micheline, Miriam O'Brien from U.S.A.,
Una Cameron, Janet Adam Smith. And more particularly in these
Islands Pat Kelly, 'G' Eden Smith and many others. During this
time women began I think, in earnest, to tackle peaks and climbs
difficult enough in truth for many of the best men of the period.
Many fine women leaders of women's ropes added to women's fame
in this world.
These women learned their job thoroughly as members of their
ropes and caravanes and ceased to be regarded as ' climbing ladies'
who must be specially guarded and considered on expeditions.
Had Dorothy Thompson been less modest and retiring a charac
ter, we should all have heard so much more of her in her period of
71
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fame. But she will always rank very highly indeed, and deservedly
so. She climbed, not only with all the physical energy of that small
but wiry frame, but also with her head and her heart. This becomes
very clear from her stories. She was taken on almost as an equal by
her guides, and was certainly a moral as well as a physical support
on the rope.
This book is really a chronicle of her climbs, mostly with Joseph
Georges, but also at times with others, during the years from 1923—
1935 inclusive except for 1927, 1931 and 1932 when, surely, being
D.E.T., she must have been up to something, probably in these
Islands. Never resting much or taking it easy—that was not her
way—and always learning more about her beloved mountains.
There are, in this book, so many really classic adventures and
stories of great climbs that it is impossible here to mention these in
detail. If one is to pick out special 'star' chapters (and this is
difficult enough, for they are all good in content and in style), I
would suggest: Mont Blanc, 1925, The Grepon and Blaitiere, 1927,
The Meije, 1926—beautifully told in every detail—Mont Blanc by
the Brouillard, which left me breathless, The Brenva Route inclu
ding the carefully if quickly-planned somersault made by J. G.
right over the author's head, The Innominata and Col de la Fourche.
It is a book to journey through and delight in. She is never
unaware of the beauties around her, whether it be butterwort and
sundew on the Sty Head, the Easter sun sparkling on Snowdon and
Crib Goch, the deeply moving 'mourning figure' of 1'Isolee or the
charm of an 'involuntary night out on the Peuteret.'
Her excellent French was certainly an asset with Joseph Georges
and other guides, and one of the attractions of this lively volume is
her talk, so well told, with J.G. Their partnership became complete
in the easiest and best of ways, through many stern adventures
shared and days of fun as well.
Her humour lightens many pages, but is never facetious, and
she never indulges in the more ' woolly' kind of philosophising about
the mountain world. There are, however, moving passages,
especially in the Brouillard, Brenva and Meije chapters. Her moods
are deeply felt.
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The book is fortunate in having so many good friends who pro
vide beautiful photographs. Notably Basil Goodfellow, Peter
Bicknell, C. Douglas Milner and the Bottega d'Arte Alpina, Courmayeur. The frontispiece shows a blissful Dorothy Thompson on a
summit (unspecified) in the climbing clothes of her particular period
—boots and all—looking, as she herself once says, 'absolutely fit—
when one is feeling that one could knock a bus over .... the time
to go adventuring.'
Several times, during her seasons with J.G., she was told, C'est
un tres bon guide que vous avez la, Mademoiselle. And I like to
recall that it was J.G. himself who said to her, that he liked climbing
with her, Parce que vous etes toujours de bonne humeur. Possibly
a profound understatement, but nevertheless an unusual compliment
from one of the greatest of guides.

ELEANOR WINTHROP YOUNG.
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SPACE BELOW BY FEET. By Gwen Moffat. Pp 286.
and Stoughton, London, 1961. 18s.

Hodder

Most climbers consider themselves, at times, chosen people
whether they venture to say so or not. Indeed they have seen and
done, felt and endured much that non-climbers know nothing about.
All this can generate, let us confess, a sense of being some sort of
super-creature. Hide it though we may, deny it if we will, there is
no doubt that this delusion is deeply connected T./ith many of the
climber's joys. It is part of the great attraction of Gwen Moffat's
book that she can write freshly, gaily, truly and with no false
modesty about all this; giving us the feelings along with the episodes
from which they have sprung and her growth and development
through it all.
The earlier chapters carry moreover a fine frank account of a
semi-hobo existence in the post-war years and threaded through it
an authentic account of falling in love with climbing. "Walking
along the plateau between the Glyders, I knew that I had come
home." Fittingly, an unanticipated lead of the Holly Tree Wall
marked the end of the initiate phase. "I went up like a bird and
I've spent the last fourteen years trying to discover why, because it
has never gone so well since." Other phases follow: the Splendid
Season,—"in those days, when strength had never failed, a slip had
never been known, ropes didn't break, in short—one could not fall" ;
the moment on the Crowberry Ridge, when "I realised what a fool
I'd been not to study the scoop from the ledge, instead of launching
myself on it unseen, taking for granted the fact that all Severes were
of the same standard, and if I led one I could lead them all. It was
a novice's mistake" ; the triumphant barefooted dancing day on the
Crack of Doom; the different experience a year later, in nails, in
rain; the first sight of Mont Blanc, "then I realised that it wasn't
cloud, that it was all snow, solid, tangible matter reared upwards so
unbelievably high, that, for an infinitesimal moment, one had the
sensation of physical effort as the eye struggled still higher to reach
the summit. To one who had never seen a peak higher than Ben
Nevis, Mont Blanc, in that first awakening, was perfection"; the
change of mood, "until then I had climbed on nerve and natural
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ability. Now the nerve had failed, and I ... started to think about
what I was doing."
Particularly interesting to the Pinnacle Club will be her account
of her work as the first professional woman guide. It is amusing to
find this far from diffident character going through profound un
certainties and weeks of brooding. Her first "course" consisted of
four young men "surrounded with an almost visible aura of mascu
line resentment . . . despite the fact that I had to pass or fail them
at the end of a fortnight, I was the one on trial." The study of
moods that follows is subtle and the episodes that illustrate it in
structive. Beginners in Skye having attacks of nerves and the
problems of over-climbing and resultant under-eating. What
becomes clear is the fiercely exacting nature of a Vocation about
which many climbers have had their day-dreams.
There are many well recounted climbs in the book, best per
haps, the last; the Younggrat on the Breithorn, with its superb final
paragraph. What is even less characteristic of climbing literature
is the delineation of the struggle between the claims of the mountain
world and those of ordinary existence. Not that Gwen Moffat's
existence (at any stage) will strike many people as ordinary. It
reads rather as a picaresque narrative of astonishing improvisations:
from winkle picking at 25/- a bag to cleaning lavatories as a hotel
corridor-maid. But for her it stands as the everyday contrast
the ground against which the mountain ambitions, endeavours and
adventures show up. In varying degrees all climbers perhaps know
this opposition: how the dramas of the heights can threaten to steal
gusto from other doings. Here again Gwen Moffat has been unusual.
The energy and joie de vivre which has made her climbing life
remarkable flow over into her account of the rest. It gives a liveli
ness and a penetration to her comments and her vision. Look at
the surpassing description of bus-riding at night, through mountains
following a note on swimming nude in Loch Ness in December.
What would have happend, most climbers have wondered, if
what was put into mountaineering had gone into something else.
The question is misguided. We should ask rather: where would we
have been without what we have gained from the hills.

DOROTHY PILLEY-RICHARDS.
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